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ABSTRACT
Spectroscopic observations of fourteen broad absorption line
(BAL) QSOs are presented and analyzed. Other observations are summarized.
The following major conclusions are reached. Broad absorption lines
(BALs) are probably present in 3 to 10 percent of the spectra of
moderate to high redshift QSOs. The BALs exhibit a variety of velocity
structures, from seemingly smooth, continuous absorption to complexes
of individual absorption lines.
are observed.

Outflow velocities up to 40,000 km s-*

The level of ionization is high.

The minimum total

absorption column densities are 10^0 to 10^ cm-^. The emission line
properties of BAL QSOs appear to be different from those of non-BAL
QSOs. For example, N V emission is generally stronger in BAL QSOs and
the emission near C III] X1909 is generally broader in BAL QSOs.
The distribution of multiplicities for isolated absorption troughs
suggests that the large-scale spatial distribution of BAL clouds is
non-random, possibly described by a disk geometry.

The BAL clouds are

incapable of accounting for all of the observed broad emission lines,
particularly C III] X1909 and Mg II A2798. Therefore, if the BAL
clouds give rise to observable emission, the generally adopted
(optically thick, single component) model for the emission line region
must be incorrect.

Also, photoionization models, which utilize solar

abundances and take the ionizing continuum to be a simple power law, are
incapable of explaining the level of ionization in the BAL clouds.
xiii

xiv
By considering the observed percentage of QSOs with BALs and resonance
line scattering models, it is found that the absorption covering
factor in BAL QSOs is between 3 and 20 percent. This suggests that
possibly all, but not less than 15 percent, of the QSOs have BAL clouds
associated with them. The amount of observable emission and polariza
tion expected to be produced by the BAL clouds from resonance line
scattering and collisional excitation is considered in detail.

It seems

likely that the BAL clouds contribute to the observed high ionization
emission.

A model worth exploring is one in which an inner, optically

thick component gives rise to the low ionization emission, whereas an
outer BAL cloud region gives rise to much of the high ionization
emission.

1. INTRODUCTION
The absorption line spectra of QSOs have been investigated and
discussed by adopting a variety of initial assumptions. This is
justified since the absorption may arise from clouds having different
origins. For example, the absorption may arise in the halos of galaxies
that lie along the line-of-sight to the QSO (intervening material) or it
may be physically associated with the QSO (intrinsic material).
Recently, the possibilities have been reviewed by Weymann, Carswell and
Smith (1981).
In this thesis the observed properties of QSOs exhibiting
complex, high ionization absorption which is sometimes blueshifted up to
40,000 km s-1 with respect to the emission line redshift are presented
and discussed. Since the frequency of absorbing clouds along the lineof-sight is atypically high and since the absorption redshift is
correlated with the QSO's emission redshift, there is no doubt that the
absorption has an intrinsic origin.

Such a situation is in contrast to

the approximately constant distribution of La absorption lines always
seen to the blue of La emission and to the isolated, narrow absorption
line metal systems that are highly displaced from, and reportedly
uncorrelated with, the emission redshift. Most of the material
responsible for this absorption is suspected to be intervening
[cf. Weymann et al. (1979) and Sargent et al. (1980); see also Young
et al. (1981) for other, possibly discrepant, observational evidence].
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We will refer to the class of QSOs studied here as broad
absorption line (BAL) QSOs. This is primarily uue to the fact that the
absorption lines have line-of-sight velocity widths greater than
several hundred kilometers per second. This is not meant to suggest
that only QSOs with broad absorption lines (BALs) have observable
intrinsic absorption.

We merely wish to clarify that this study applies

to those objects categorized below as BAL QSOs.

Weymann et al. (1981)

have discussed criteria which are apparently necessary to include a
QSO in the BAL class.

We review these criteria and make slight modifi

cations before adopting them so as to make known the properties of the
objects studied here.
Quoting from Weymann et al. (1981), the following conditions
are necessary for a QSO to be included in the BAL class.
(1) The broad lines must be observed to occur in a line other
than La. This criterion is intended to exclude La lines
that are broad simply by virtue of damping wings. Since
C IV is usually the strongest feature, good quality data
covering from about 1600 A to 1350 & in the rest frame are
required.
(2) "Contiguous absorption" must be present that is greater
than 2000 km s-^ in breath and whose blue edge is
displaced at least 5000 km s~l blueward from the emission
line center. The phrase "contiguous absorption" is
admittedly imprecise. In some objects (e.g. PHL5200)
there is no doubt the criterion is satisfied. In others
(W1303+308 and GC1556+335) many individual components
appear at high resolution and for such objects these
criteria require refinement.
(3) While extreme objects like PHL5200 are obvious at low
resolution, others like GC1556+335 would be missed.
Conversely, even at intermediate resolution a single
very strong C IV doublet (e.g. PKS1756+327) cannot be
distinguished from a broad absorption feature. Defini
tive statistics require examination of all candidates
with a resolution adequate to resolve the C IV doublet.

3
Our modifications concern the following points. First, objects which
have a C IV column density that is well below the typical deduced
minimum values are excluded; in section 3b we show that the typical
deduced minimum values are of order 5(10^5) cm~2 to 5(1016) cm~2.
Second, objects which have known low ionization material associated
with the absorption are excluded (e.g. if La absorption is considerably
stronger than C IV and N V absorption and/or if observable absorption
due to Si II or C II is present).

Therefore, the modifications we

suggest for inclusion simply require the C IV absorption to appear
substantial and the level of ionization to be high. These modifications
are made because they are two additional properties of the objects
studied here.

Note that these modifications would make PKS1157+014

(Wright et al. 1979) a marginal member of the BAL class of QSOs.
GC1556+335 (Turnshek et al. 1982a) would be excluded.

Weymann et al.

(1981) include both of these objects in their list of members, noting
that the inclusion of GC1556+335 is marginal.
PKS1157+014 has a low C IV column density, as well as some low
ionization absorbing material (which is not, however, at the same
velocities as the high ionization material). GC1556+335 has a low C IV
column density and low ionization material (La absorption is stronger
than N V absorption); it can also be argued that it does not have
"contiguous absorption". Two other QSOs of interest that are excluded
from the BAL class are 3C191 (Williams et al. 1975) and PKS0237-223
(cf. Boroson et al. 1978).

They fail criterion (2) and show evidence

for low ionization material. However, despite the fact that these four
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QSOs are not exemplary of what we call the "BAL QSOs11, the absorption
in these objects has often been interpreted as being intrinsic in
nature. Note that these four QSOs are radio loud, whereas the
twenty-two known certain BAL QSOs we eventually list are radio quiet.
The final point concerning inclusion of objects is that we do not
rigorously apply criterion (3). For example, if we did apply
criterion (3), PHL5200 (which is in many ways the prototype of BAL
QSOs) would not have previously been listed as a member of the class.
Until recently, PHL5200 had only been observed at a resolution of 10 X,
and this is not sufficient to resolve the C IV XA1548.2,1550.8 doublet.
Therefore, we include six objects studied at low resolution in our list
of BAL QSOs.

Owing to the velocity breadth of the absorption in these

six objects, we are confident that they are exemplary of the BAL class,
and not a PKS1756+237 object in disguise.

See Turnshek, Weymann and

Williams (1979) for the spectrum of PKS1756+237.
Although the criteria we have noted above can be ambiguous in
certain instances, they are well suited to the data considered in this
thesis. However, as Weymann et al. (1981) point out, the ambiguities
might plague a large survey seeking definitive statistics. We also
note that QSOs with intrinsic absorption (e.g. 3C191), that are not
included in the BAL class of QSOs, may represent an important addition
to this problem. We neglect this aspect.
The main goal of this thesis is to consider the implications of
the observed properties of the BAL QSOs.

That is, we wish to use the

observations to constrain the details of any model attempting to explain

5
the properties of the gas associated with BAL QSOs and QSOs in general.
Although a self-consistent model is not formulated here, we do suggest
some circumstances which should be considered by future models.
In Chapter 2 the observations are presented.

This primarily

includes spectroscopic data, although other relevant observational data
are also summarized (e.g. the percentage of QSOs observed to have BALs,
optical polarization data, radio data and X-ray data). We list twentythree known BAL QSOs, one of which is a marginal member. The percentage
of QSOs observed to have BALs is probably between 3 and 10 percent.
Two (out of a possible nine) BAL QSOs have an optical polarization
greater than a few percent. With the exception of the marginal member,
none of the BAL QSOs are radio loud. Two (out of a possible six) BAL
QSOs have been detected in the X-ray region. Outflow velocities
ranging up to 40,000 km s~^ are observed. The type of velocity
structure in the absorption troughs varies.

Objects can have continuous

absorption (P Cygni like), detached and/or multiple absorption troughs,
and/or individual absorption lines. In the latter case, overlapping
absorption doublets are not uncommon.
In chapter 3 we use the data presented in chapter 2 to deduce
the physical properties of the BAL clouds (e.g. column densities, levels
of ionization, velocity structure, occultation of the emission line
region by the BAL clouds, velocity width of the emission line region as
a function of a QSO's properties and the large-scale spatial distribu
tion of clouds with respect to the central source). The total column
densities are likely to be 10^0 to 10^ cm~2, and the ionization is
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very high (e.g. N V and 0 VI are strong). The observed line-of-sight
mlnmn density per unit velocity interval is deduced for several
objects. Although there is not a great deal of evidence to suggest
that the BAL material covers the high ionization emission lines (e.g.
C IV and N V), it seems certain that the BAL material covers the
majority of the low ionization emission lines (e.g. L0). A comparison
of the emission line properties of BAL QSOs and non-BAL QSOs suggests,
in particular, that the N V X1240 emission line is stronger in BAL QSOs
and that the emission near C III] X1909 is broader in BAL QSOs.
differences in emission line properties may also exist.

Other

On the basis

of the observed velocity distribution of absorbing material (i.e. clumps
in velocity space), we suggest that the large-scale spatial distribution
of BAL material is non-random, possibly disk like.
In chapter 4 we consider aspects that depend on adopting a
specific model. We calculate the amount of absorption expected from
the emitting clouds in single component emission line models and discuss
implications for the nature of the BALs.

If the emission line region

is composed solely of numerous, individually optically thick clouds with
highly ionized front surfaces, then the emitting clouds cannot give rise
to the BALs. We calculate optically thin photoionization models and
compare the results to the deduced properties of the BAL clouds.
Central source photoionization with a simple power law distribution for
the ionizing photons and solar abundances is inconsistent with the
observed level of ionization. However, an upper limit on the photo
ionization parameter can be adopted. We constrain the "covering

factor" of the BAL clouds by considering: (1) the percentage of QSOs
observed to have BALs and (2) implications of resonance line scattering
of continuum photons by the BAL clouds. It is unlikely that more than
20 percent of a given QSO is covered by BAL clouds, and therefore, many
QSOs must have BAL clouds associated with them that are not visible via
their absorption signature. It is possible that all QSOs have BAL
clouds associated with them. We estimate the amount of emission
arising in the BAL clouds is due to: (1) resonance line scattering of
continuum photons and (2) collisional excitation. Given the constraints
we adopt, both of these processes could be responsible for producing
substantial observable high ionization emission. Finally, we suggest
some important implications for future models. In particular, a model
in which an inner region gives rise to the low ionization emission and
an outer region (100 - 1000 pc) gives rise to the BALs and substantial
high ionization emission should be explored.
A brief summary and discussion is given in chapter 5.

2.

OBSERVATIONS

In this chapter the observational data relevant to the BAL QSO
phenomenon are presented. In section 2a the instrumentation used to
gather the spectroscopic data is briefly described.
given in sections 2b and 2c.

These data are

Section 2b is divided into two parts.

Part (i) is devoted to moderately high resolution spectra; line lists
for these spectra are given. Part (ii) is devoted to relatively low
resolution spectra and line lists are not given. In section 2c emission
line data, much of which are due to other investigators, are presented.
We give a brief summary of other relevant data, all of which are due to
other investigators, in section 2d.
2a. Instrumentation
The equipment used to gather the spectroscopic data is summarized
in Table 1. In each case the observations were made in one of four
possible modes.

Red observations were made with a Reticon on the

Steward Observatory 2.3 m telescope.

The Steward Reticon is lens

coupled to a four-stage Varo image tube attached to a modified Boiler and
Chivens spectrograph (Hege, Cromwell and Woolf 1979).

The grating used

yields a resolution of 8 - 10 A. Blue observations utilized either
baked IIa-0 plates on the Steward Observatory 2.3 m telescope or the
University College London Image Photon Counting Spectrometer (IPCS) on
the 3.9 m Anglo-Australian telescope.

In the first case, the photo

graphic plates were lens coupled to an RCA image tube on a modified
8
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Table 1. Modes for Spectroscopy

Mode

Telescope

Device

X Region

1

2.3 m

Reticon

Red

10

2

MMT

Reticon

Red

2,2.5,10

3

2.3 m

Ptg. Plates

Blue

4

AAT

IPCS

Blue

Resolution (&)

. 2,4
2

Boiler and Chlvens spectrograph. The plate density was converted to an
intensity scale using a PDS microdensitometer and an average density-tointensity relation.

The IPCS is described by Boksenberg (1972). The

photographic system yields a resolution of either 2 X or 4 R, depending
on the particular grating used. The IPCS observations were made at a
resolution of 2

X.

The last mode utilized the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory Reticon and the Multiple Mirror Telescope Spectrograph on
the Multiple Mirror Telescope (4.5 m). The SAO Reticon is fiber
optically coupled to a Varo image tube.
resolution of either 2,0

X,

2.5 & or 10

Depending on the grating, a

X is

achieved. Note that the

sky and tube noise have not been subtracted from the photographic data,
but have been subtracted from the digital data.

The photographic data

has been normalized and sometimes represent a co-add of several plates.
For co-adding photographic data, the gross features were normalized by
forcing agreement over 200 X running averages.

The digital data have

been put on a relative flux scale using standard star observations.
2b. Spectra of BAL QSOs
In Table 2 a list of the known BAL QSOs is given. The emission
redshift and references for the spectroscopic data are included. In
Table 3 the objects observed for this study and the mode in which the
observations were made is given. The moderately high resolution data are
presented in part (i) and the relatively low resolution data are presented
in part (ii). Objects designated with the letter "H" were recently dis
covered by Cyril Hazard and collaborators on objective prism plates taken
with the UK Schmidt telescope. The spectroscopic observations presented
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Table 2. Known BAL QSOs

Name

References

^em

MCS232 (0019+001)

2.13

Lewis et al. (1979), Turnshek
et al. (1980), Junkkarinen (1980),
this study.

MCS275 (0043+008)

2.15

Lewis et al. (1979), Turnshek
et al. (1980), Junkkarinen (1980),
this study.

Q0135-400

1.85

Weymann et al. (1981).

MCS139 (0145+042)

2.03

Lewis et al. (1979), Junkkarinen
(1980), this study.

MCS141 (0146+017)

2.91

Lewis et al. (1979), Turnshek
et al. (1980), Junkkarinen (1980),
this study.

Q0254-334/2

1.86

Wright et al. (1979b).

Q0324-407

3.06

Whelan et al. (1979).

HO856+172

2.31

Hazard (1979), this study.

H0903+173

2.78:

This study.

Q0932+501

1.88

Nontni et al. (1979), Junkkarinen
(1980), Turnshek et al. (1981),
this study.

PKS1157+014

1.99

Wright et al. (1979a)

H1011+091

2.21

This study.

H1013+113

2.22

This study.

Q1246-057

2.21

Osmer and Smith (1977), Boksenberg
et al. (1978), Junkkarinen (1980).

W1303+308

1.76

Turnshek et al. (1981), this study.

Q1309-056

2.20

Turnshek et al. (1981), this study.
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Table 2. Continued

Name

References

^em

RS23 (1333+286)

1.91

Burbidge (1970), Junkkarinen (1980),
this study.

H1413+113

2.65

This study.

H1414+087

2.54

This study.

PHL5200 (2225-055)

1.98

Lynds (1967), Burbidge (1968),
Burbidge (1969), Junkkarinen (1980).

Q2238-412

1.83

Clowes et al. (1979).

Q2240-370

1.82

Clowes et al. (1979).

MCS661

2.86

This study.
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Table 3. BAL QSOs Studied Here

Object

Mode(s)
of Obs.

Resolution(s)

(X)

Line List
Table

Figure(s)

MCS232

3,1

4,10

4

1,2

MCS275

3,3,1

4,2,10

5

3,4,5

MCS141

3,1,1

2,5,10

6

6,7,8

Q0932+501

2,1

2,5,10

7

9,10

W1303+308

3,2,1

2,10,10

8

11,12,13

Q1309-056

4,1

2,10

9

14,15

RS23

2

2

10

16

H1413+113

2

10,2,2

11

17,18,19

H0856+172

2

10

-

20

H0903+176

2

10

-

21

H1011+091

2

10

-

22

H1013+115

2

10

-

23

H1414+087

2

10

-

24

MCS661

1

10

_

25
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here for these objects were a collaborative effort of Ray Weymann,
Cyril Hazard and the author.
(i) Moderately High Resolution Spectroscopy
In this part we present the spectra of MCS232, MCS275, MCS141,
Q0932+501, W1303+308, Q1309-056, RS23 and H1413+113.

For these eight

objects we have obtained some moderately high resolution spectroscopy
(i.e. greater than approximately 5

i£).

This is sufficient to resolve

the C IV doublet since the absorption redshift is generally greater
than 1.5. The description of these spectra are published in Turnshek
et al. (1980), Turnshek et al. (1982a), Turnshek and Weymann (1982)
and Turnshek, Weymann and Hazard (1982b). The line lists are included
here for convenience. Table 3 contains entries for the table number
of the line list (Tables 4 through 11) and the figure numbers of the
spectra (Figures 1 through 19).
(11) Low Resolution Spectroscopy
In this part we present the spectra of H0856+172, H0903+176,
H1011+091, H1013+115, H1414+087 (Turnshek et al. 1982b) and MCS661.
Since only low resolution spectroscopy is available for these six
objects (i.e. approximately 10 X resolution) and since some of the data
is of low signal-to-noise, we do not present line lists. The resolution
is not sufficient to resolve the C IV doublet. The figure numbers for
the spectra (Figures 20 through 25) are included in Table 3.

MCS 232
SI IX
PREDICTED

cm

MEASURED

C3«r-i

Ly-a+NS

3600

3800

4000

4200

_I_

4400

_l_

4600

4800

WAVELENGTH (A)
Figure 1. MCS232 Blue Photographic Spectrum (4 8 Resolution)

MCS 232

4500

5000

5500

6000

WAVELENGTH (H)
Figure 2.

MCS232 Red Reticon Spectrum (10 X Resolution)

ON
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Table 4. MCS232

Absorption Features

Measurements
Feature

XgBS(&)

Suggested Identification(s)

Redshift(s)

a

4810.6

C IV X1550.8

2.1020

b

4801.7

C IV X1548.2

2.1015

C4 (rd)

4746

C IV A1550.8

2.060

C3 (rd)

4722

C IV X1550.8

2.045

C2 (rd)

4709

C IV X1550.8

2.037

CI (bl)

4625

C IV A1548.2

1.987

d

3856.5

N V

X1242.8

2.1033

e

3843.7

N V

X1238.8

2.1028

f

3796.5

N V

X1242.8

2.0548

g

3784.3

N V

X1238.8 (N V X1242.8)

2.0548 (2.0450)

h

3773.1

(N V X1238.8)

(2.0458)

i

3724.1

La

X1216

(N V X1242.8)

2.0633 (1.9965)

j

3710.1

La

X1216

(N V X1238.8)

2.0518 (1.9949)

k

3681.8

La

X1216

(N V X1242.8)

2.0285 (1.9625)

1

3668.9

La

X1216

(N V X1238.8)

2.0179 (1.9617)
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Table 4. Continued

Predicted Absorption Trough Wavelengths (&)
Feature

La

N V

Si IV

C4 (rd)

3720

3803

4293

C3 (rd)

3702

3784

4271

C2 (rd)

3691

3774

4260

CI (bl)

3632

3701

4164

10
NX
L»-a PREDICTED

9

PREDICTED!

I

J—, >
All A2i 1

,A2

MCS 275

8

7

si or

PREDICTED

6
>-

B2

sinr

PREDICTED

B3

B3I N3T
'REDICTE

CU

MEASURED

B2

B2

ccr
MEASURED

A2

CO5

z

LLJ

Z4
3

2

I

cnr
3700

3900

4100

4300

4500

4700

WAVELENGTH (A)
Figure 3. MCS275 Blue Photographic Spectrum (4 8 Resolution)

4900

20

MCS 275

N3C
PREDICTED
"A2!

Ly-a
PREDICTED

Air*A2l

Ly-a
PREDICTED
B2

B3<

B3

3500

3700

3900

4100

WAVELENGTH(A)
Figure 4. MCS275 Blue Photographic Spectrum (2

S Resolution)

•I I I I

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 ( I I I I

1.0-

MCS 275
•_ 0.5

3 0.0

4650

5150

5650

WAVELENGTH (&)
Figure 5.

MCS275 Red Reticon Spectrum (10 £ Resolution)

6150
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Table 5. MCS275 Absorption Features

Measurements
Redshift(s)

Feature

*OBS

Suggested Identification(s)

A2 (rd)

4868

C IV

A1550.8

2.139

AI (bl)

4799

C IV

A1548.2

2.100

B3 (rd)

4714

C IV

A1550.8

2.040

B2 (bl)

4610

C IV

X1548.2

2.978

B1 (bl)

4572

C IV

A1548.2

1.953

c

4556.9

C IV

A1550.8

1.9433

d

4566.2

C IV

A1548.2

1.9444

e

4391.1

Si IV A1402.8

2.1302

f

4363.4

Si IV A1393.8 (Si IV A1402.8)

2.1306 (2.1105)

8

4337.0

(Si IV A1393.8)

(2.1116)

h

4232.1

Si IV X1402.8

2.0169

i

4203.6

Si IV A1393.8 (Si IV X1402.8)

2.0159 (1.9966)

i

4178.6

(Si IV X1393.8)

(1.9980)

k

3891.8

N V

X1242.8

2.1315

1

3879.3

N V

X1238.8

2.1315

m

3865.0

N V

X1242.8

2.1099

n

3852.4

N V

X1238.8

2.1098

0

3835.7

P

3805.8

La

X12.16

2.1305

q

3799.4

La

X1216

2.1253
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Table 5. Continued

Measurements
Feature

Suggested Identification(s)

Redshift(s)

r

3792.7

La

A1216

2.1198

s

3777.9

La

A1216

2.1076

t

3768.6

La

A1216

2.0999

u

3647.6

N V

X1238.8

1.9445

V

3579.6

La

X1216

1.9445

Predicted Absorption Trough Wavelengths (8)

Feature

La

N V

Si IV

A2 (rd)

3816

3901

4403

A1 (bl)

3768

3840

4320

B3 (rd)

3695

3778

4264

B2 (bl)

3620

3689

4150

Bl (bl)

3590

3658

4116

com)

PREDICTED
Bl'iBZ 83 B4

MCS 141
021

PREDICTED
i\\ B2 B3 B4

PREDICTED
PREDICTED
BI|B2 83

03n

N3Z
PREDICTED
Ah
A2
A3|
Lya
J
(Lyal
PREDICTED
I PREDICTED

PREDICTED
A3!I
A2

>- 2
CO

CD! PREDICTED,

3400

3600

3800

4000

4200

4600

4800

WAVELENGTH (A)
Figure 6, MCS141 Blue Photographic Spectrum (2 8. and 4 & Resolution)
ts>
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B2 63 B4 5.T2
MCS 141

25

20

CIS
MEftSUttEO
U

*1
0»
«»
0
8

1
u.

05

4450

505C

5250

5450

WAVELENGTH (A)

Figure 7*

5650

.850

6050

6250

MCS141 Red Reticon Spectrum (5 8 Resolution)

N>
Ln

MCS 141

x

C EE Emission

tit

C n ] Emission
(Predated from C El

UJ

5150

5100

5650

5900

6400
6650
WAVELENGTH

6900

7150

7400

7650

Figure 8. MCS141 Red Reticon Spectrum (10 R Resolution)
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Table 6. MCS141 Absorption Features

Measurements
Feature

Aqbs(^)

Suggested Identification(s)

Redshlft(s)

A3 (rd)

5838

C IV A1550.8

2.765

A2 (ctr)

5724

C IV A1549.1

2.695

AI (bl)

5628

C IV A1548.2

2.635

B4 (rd)

5434

C IV A1550.8 (Si IV A1402.8)

2.504 (2.874)

B3 (ctr)

5385

C IV A1549.1 (Si IV A1396.8)

2.476 (2.855)

B2 (ctr)

5323

C IV A1549.1 (Si IV A1396.8)

2.436 (2.811)

Bl (bl)

5296

C IV A1548.2 (Si IV A1393.8)

2.421 (2.800)

Predicted Absorption Trough Wavelengths (R)
0 VI

La

N V

Si IV

C IV

Feature

C III]

A3 (rd)

3678

3907

4577

4679

5282

A2 (ctr)

3610

3802

4492

4582

5161

AI (bl)

3552

3751

4419

4503

5066

B4 (rd)

(3785)

3636(4020) 4260(4709) 4355(4815)

4915

(6008)

B3 (ctr) (3766)

3593(3985) 4228(4687) 4310(4780)

4855

(5971)

B2 (ctr) (3723)

3552(3939) 4177(4633) 4261(4726)

4799

(5903)

(3713)

3530(3921) 4159(4620) 4238(4707)

4768

(5883)

Bl (bl)

CEZ Measured

Alffl Predicted

Q0932+50I

8
t

U

uO
m

CP

cnz"

cm]

Emission
Predicted
From CIH

Emission

Ll

Atm.

LlI,
> 3

4500

5000

5500

6000

6500

WAVELENGTH

Figure 9.

Q0932+501 Red Reticon Spectrum (10 8. Resolution)

7000

CE? Measured

Lu
UJ

4000

4200

4600
4400
WAVELENGTH

4800

5000

Figure 10. Q0932+501 Red Reticon Spectrum (2.5 X Resolution)
M

VO
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Table 7. Q0932+501 Absorption Features

Measurements
Feature

Suggested Identification

Redshift

Notes

a

5260

A1 III XX1854.7,1862.8

1.832

1

b

5150

A1 III XX1854.7.1862.8

1.773

2

A2 (rd)

4415

C IV A1550.8

1.847

c

4400

C IV XX1548.2.1550.8

1.839

d

4360

C IV XX1548.2.1550.8

1.814

e

4306

C IV XX1548.2.1550.8

1.779

f

4273

C IV XX1548.2,1550.8

1.758

A1 (bl)

4239

C IV X1548.2

1.738

Predicted Absorption Trough Wavelengths (2)
Feature
A1 III

A2 (rd)

5303

A1 (bl)

5078

Notes
1. The absorption line is broad (-1700 km/s, Az^ = 0.015).
The lower ionization material (A1 III) appears to be in the
high velocity cloudlets which make up the absorption line.
2. The absorption line is broad (-3300 km/s, Azaj> = 0.026).
The lower ionization material (A1 III) appears to be in the
higher velocity cloudlets which make up the absorption line.

1

2

NY predicted
A2

Si EZ"predicted
A3

predicted

predicted

A2

Cl! C2! BI! B2!

CEZ"
CE7
•^1 measured measured
. !|i Ici1c2

CEZ measured .
A2
A3

IBI1B2

Ly-o predicted
A2

m

Q 1303+ 08
3200

3350

3500

3650

h CIY Emission*
(predicted from C HI])
3800

3950

4100

4250

WAVELENGTH

Figure 11. Q1303+308 Blue Photographic Spectrum (2 X Resolution)

4400

10

QI 303 + 308
i
i
CO

OJ

i

e

a
u
<D

cn]

LL

Emission

LU
>

£

CEL Emission
(Predicted from CUE])

UJ

a:
4050

4300

4550

4800

5050

5300

5550

5800 6050

WAVELENGTH
Figure 12.

Q1303+308 Red Reticon Spectrum (10 8. Resolution)
OJ
Ni

u9-

Q 1303+308
8 -

7-

MgD

fl .

u

Predicted
A2
A3

CI]
Emission

54Atm.
3-

2•
MgH
Atm._) Emission
Predicted
From CHI]

I•
0

5000

Figure 13.

5500

6000

6500
WAVELENGTH

7000

7500

Q1303+308 Red Reticon Spectrum (10 £ Resolution)
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Table 8. W1303+308 Absorption Features

Measurements
Feature

^0BS(&)

Suggested Identification(s)

Redshift(s)

Notes

a

4304.0

C IV X1550.8

1.7754

b

4297.6

C IV X1548.2

1.7759

A3 (rd)

4289

C IV X1550.8

1.766

c

4284.6

C IV X1550.8

1.7628

d

4277.0

C IV X1548.2

1.7626

e

4267.2

f

4258.0

C IV X1550.8 (C IV X1548.2)

1.7457 (1.7503)

g

4250.8

C IV X1548.2

1.7456

h

4229.0

C IV X1548.2 (C IV X1550.8)

1.729 (1.7232)

i

4216.0

j

4197.2

C IV XX1550.8.1548.2

1.709

3

k

4168.8

C IV XX1550.8,1548.2

1.691

4

A2 (bl)

4154

C IV X1548.2

1.683

1

4142.2

C IV X1550.8

1.6710

m

4134.8

C IV X1548.2 (C IV X1550.8?)

1.6707 (1.6659)

n

4127.4

C IV X1550.8 (C IV X1548.2?)

1.6615 (1.6662)

o

4120.6

C IV X1548.2

1.6615

AI (bl)

4115

C IV X1548.2

1.658

B2 (id)

4046

C IV X1550.8

1.609

P

4038.0

C IV XX1550.8,1548.2

1.607

(1.7516)
1

2

(1.7232)

3
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Table 8. Continued

Measurements
Feature

^OBS^

Suggested Identification(s)

Redshift(s)

Notes

q

4022.0

C IV XX1550.8 ,1548.2

1.596

B1 (bl)

4015

C IV M548.2

1.593

C2 (rd)

3955

C IV X1550.&

1.550

r

3944.0

C IV XX1550.8,1548.2

1.546

CI (bl)

3936

C IV X1548.2

1.542

s

3875.8

Si IV A1402.8

1.7629

t

3850.8

Si IV X1393.8 (Si IV X1402.8) 1.7628 (1.7451)

5

u

3826.8

Si IV X1402.8 (Si IV X1393.8) 1.7280 (1.7456)

5

V

3802.6

Si IV X1393.8 (Si IV X1402.8) 1.7282 (1.7107)

5

w

3773.8

Si IV X1402.8 (Si IV X1393.8) 1.6902 (1.7076)

5

X

3748.2

Si IV X1393.8

1.6892

y

3658.0

C IV X1550.8

1.3588

z

3652.4

C IV X1548.2

1.3591

a'

3438.0

N V X1238.8

1.7753

b'

3434.0

N V X1242.3

1.7631

c'

3422.0

N V X1238.8

1.7624

d'

3412.0

H V X1242.8

1.7454

e'

3401.0

N V X1238.8

1.7454

f1

3391.2

N V X1242.8

1.7287

g'

3381.4

N V X1238.8

1.7296

3

3

5

6
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Table 8. Continued

Measurements
Redshift(s)

Notes

Feature

*OBS(&)

Suggested Identification(s)

h'

3373.2

N V A1238.8

1.7230

i'

3364.8

N V X1242.8

1.7074

y

3354.6

N V A1238.8

1.7079

k'

3336.0

N V AA1242.8,1238.8

1.690

3

1'

3306.0

N V XX1238.8,1242.8

1.666

3

m'

3267.0

La X1216 ?

1.687

7

Predicted Absorption Trough
Wavelengths (A) Feature

La

N V

Si IV

Ms II

A3 (rd)

3363

3454

3880

7753

A2 (bl)

3262

3323

3740

7502

A1 (bl)

3232

3293

3705

7432

B2 (rd)

3660

7313

B1 (bl)

3614

7250

C2 (rd)

3577

7148

CI (bl)

3543

7107
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Table 8. Continued

Notes

1. The A1548.2 feature produces the red asymmetry on feature f.
2. This is a suspected blend of three lines: AA1550.8, 1548.2
with zabs = 1.729 and A1550.8 with zaj,s = 1.7232.
3. This is a suspected broad C IV doublet.
4. This is suspected to be a blend of two C IV doublets or possibly
a single broad C IV doublet.
5. Features s through x are five overlapping (i.e., absorptionabsorption line locked) Si IV doublets.
Features u through x exhibit broad structure in the line "wings".
These "wings" are not damping wings. They are due to velocity
structure and the sometimes inexact overlapping. Since the
measurements of wavelength pertain to the line centers, this
inexact overlapping sometimes produces absorption redshift dis
crepancies which are not real (e.g. doublet vw).
6. This is a blend with the X1242.8 line corresponding to feature h'.
7. This broad feature may be La corresponding to feature k (C IV),
wx (Si IV), and k' (N V). Blending may be confusing the
determination of za^g.

I

Q1309 -056
SiIff Predicted

N5
B3

B2

CET Measured

Predicted

Sit?
Predicted
At1 A2j

'aPA2
Ly-a Predicted

CM

Meosured,

B2

AIIAZ] I

B3

tig1!"

3600

3800

4000

4200

4400

4600

4800

5000

WAVELENGTH

Figure 14.

Q1309-056 Blue IPCS Spectrum (2 X Resolution)

UJ

CO

r
9 -

Q1309-056

8•
7•
6 -

cn?
5•

4-

cm]

Emission
Predicted
From CHI

Emission

Afm.

32 -

Aim!"

I

n
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Table 9. Q1309-056 Absorption Features

Measurements
Feature ^qBS^ EW(X) Suggested Identification(s) Redshift(s)
A2 (rd) 4913

—

C IV X1550.8

2.168
2.1633

Notes

a

4905.6

5.0

C IV X1550.8

b

4897.6

6.2

C IV X1548.2 (C IV X1550.8) 2.1634(2.1581) 1

c

4889.4

3.9

C IV A1550.8 (C IV X.1548.2) 2.1528(2.1581) 1

d

4880.8

1.6

C IV X1548.2

2.1526

—

C IV X1548.2

2.149

AI (bl) 4876
e

4859.5

1.5

C IV X1550.8

2.1335

f

4850.8

2.1

c IV X1548.2

2.1332

—

c IV X1548.2

2.067

B3 (rd) 4749

g

4742.7

2.6

c IV X1550.8

2.0582

h

4734.1

2.1

c IV X1548.2

2.0578

i

4717.0 12.6

c IV XX1550.8.1548.8

2.045

B2 (bl) 4607

—

c IV X1548.2

1.976

B1 (bl) 4476

—

c IV X1548.2

1.891

j

4438.1

2.3

Si IV X1402.8

2.1637

k

4409.8

2.4

Si. IV X1392.8

2.1638

1

4393.1

m

4270.3

2.8

Si IV X1402.8

2.0441

n

4243.0

3.0

Si IV X1393.8

2.0442

o

3932.1

2.6

N V X1242.8

2.1639

1

1

2
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Table 9. Continued

Measurements
Feature

Aqbs(^)

EW(&) Suggested Identification(s) Redshift(s) Notes

p

3925.0

1.8

N V A1242.8

2.1585

q

3918.6

3.8

N V X1238.8

2.1632

r

3912.8

2.6

N V X1238.8

2.1585

s

3905.9

1.3

N V X1238.8

2.1530

3

t

3897.8

0.3

u

3869.8

0.3

V

3855.3

0.4

w

3848.5

0.7

La A1215.7

2.1656

4

X

3844.4

1.0

La A1215.7

2.1623

4

y

3836.0

1.4

La X1215.7

2.1554

4

z

3809.2

4.4

La A1215.7

2.1333

a'

3799.0

1.7

b»

3792.2

1.6

c'

3784.8

5.4

N V A1242.8

2.0454

d'

3772.4

3.5

N V A1238.8

2.0452

e'

3699.6

3.2

La A1215.7

2.0432

f'

3673.1

2.0

g'

3655.0

3.2

h1

3639.1

3.4

i'

3632.5

1.7

2.0568

1.9376
-

5
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Table 9. Continued

Measurements
Feature

XqBS^ EW(X)

j'

3613.2

1.3

1.9073

k'

3601.1

2.4

1.9069

Suggested Identification(s) RedShift(s) Notes

Predicted Absorption Trough
Wavelengths (A) Feature

La

N V

Si IV

A2 (rd)

3851

3937

4444

A1 (bl)

3829

4390

4389

B3 (rd)

3723

3809

4296

B2 (bl)

3618

3686

4148

Bl (bl)

3515

3581

4030

Notes
1. Features a through d are three overlapping (i.e., absorptionabsorption line locked) C IV doublets. The existence of three
components is verified by the N V absorption.
2. This is a suspected broad C IV doublet.
3. The A1242.8 member of feature s is blended with feature q.
4. These are the La lines corresponding to the absorption complex
between A2 (rd) and A1 (bl). Features w and x may correspond to
the single lines in C IV (features a, b), Si IV (features j, k),
and N V (features o, q). The fact that w and x do not appear as
a single line may be due to velocity structure or noise. However,
in general, the agreement does not appear to be perfect [e.g.,
La (feature y), C IV (features b, c and/or c, d), N V (features
p, r and/or s, q:)].
5. The identification of feature e' is tentative since there is
imperfect agreement with Si IV (features m, n) and N V (features
c\ d').
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Table 10. RS23 Absorption Features

Measurements
Feature

^OBS^

Suggested Identification

Redshift

Al (rd)

4396

C IV X1548.2

1.839

H 1413+ 113

i
M

Lo Errission
(Predcled
"from cilj)

C IE Emission
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E

u
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•x

3
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>
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Table 11. H1413+113 Absorption Features

Measurements
Feature

^OBS^

Suggested Identification

Redshift

A3 (rd)

5461

C IV

A1550.8

2.521

A2 (bl)

5371

C IV

A1548.2

2.469

A1 (bl)

5280

C IV

A1548.2

2.410

a

4957.6

A1 III A1862.8

1.6614

b

4935.2

A1 III A1854.7

1.6609

c

4885

Si IV

A1402.8

2.482

d

4853

Si IV

A1393.8

2.482

e

4796.9

f

4760.7

C IV

A1550.8

2.0698

g

4752.7

C IV

A1548.2

2.0698

Predicted Absorption Trough Wavelengths (&)
Si IV

A3 (rd)

4940

A2 (bl)

4835

A1 (bl)

4753

H0856+172

2.500
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Figure 20. H0856+172 Red Reticon Spectrum (10 8. Resolution)
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2c.

Emission Line Property Data

Two points are addressed in this section.

First, velocity width

data for C III] X1909 and C IV A1549 as a function of a QSO's type are
presented. These data are discussed in section 3d. Second, emission
line characteristics which seem to be generally present in BAL QSOs,
but absent in non-BAL QSOs, are noted.
(i) Velocity Width Data
In Table 12 measurements of the half-width velocity at halfmaximum intensity for the C III] and C IV emission lines are presented.
There are 14 BAL (radio quiet) QSOs, 9 radio quiet (non-BAL) QSOs and
16 radio loud (non-BAL) QSOs. Although the data are inhomogenous, it
can be considered unbiased in the manner in which it was selected for
inclusion in the table.

However, the data may be biased by other

factors. For example, brighter QSOs are easier to study and, therefore,
with the exception of the BAL QSOs, the QSOs in the table are generally
brighter than 17.5.

It is also conceivable that the strength of the

emission lines and/or the emission-absorption profile could bias
discovery, and therefore, inclusion in the table.

Radio surveys are

generally responsible for the discovery of radio loud QSOs; color
surveys are generally responsible for the discovery of radio quiet (nonBAL) QSOs; and objective prism surveys are generally responsible for the
discovery of the BAL (radio quiet) QSOs. There are exceptions. The
inhomogeneities involve the different equipment used to collect the data
and the variations in signal-to-noise.
usually

However, the resolution was

10 fi. The references for the data are included in the table.
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Table 12. Emission Line Velocity Width Data

QSO

FWHM (103 km s"1)
Type* C III] X1909 C IV X1549

Reference for
Measurement

Ton 490

Q

5.7

5.1

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

4C29.50

L

4.4

4.7

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

PHL938

Q

7.6

6.8

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

Q1331+170

L

5.9

5.1

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

PKS0424-13

L

4.8

4.3

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

B21225+317

L

15.7:

9.8

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

4C29.05

L

3.9

4.9:

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

PKS2256+017

L

5.4:

3.7

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

PHL957

Q

14.0:

7.3

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

4C05.34

L

4.6

4.9

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

Q0830+115

L

2.7

4.7

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

Q0938+119

L

—

2.7

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

OH471

L

—

3.2

Baldwin and Netzer (1978)

PKS1157H-014

L,B?

11.5

9:

Wright et al.. (1979a)

Q0254-334/2

B

10:

5:

Wright et al.. (1979b)

Q2240-370

B

7.4

3:

Clowes et al.. (1979)

PKS2134+004

L

7.2

5.7

Richstone et al. (1980)

PKS0802+103

L

6.1

6.1

Richstone et al. (1980)

LB8775

Q

6.8

7.0:

Richstone et al. (1980)

MKN132

Q

6.8

6.1

Richstone et al. (1980)

Table 12. Continued

FWHM (103 km s"1)
QSO

Type*

C III] X1909 C IV X1549

Reference for
Measurement

Q0836+195

L

5.3

3.4

Richstone et al. (1980)

Q0051+291

L

5.3

5.7

Richstone et al. (1980)

MCS139

B

5:

5:

Junkkarinen (1980)

Q1246-057

B

13:

7.2

Junkkarinen (1980)

RS23

B

5:

3:

Junkkarinen (1980)

PHL5200

B

6.0

3.6

Junkkarinen (1980)

PKS0237-233

L

7.0

5.2

This study

PKS0256-005

L

3.8

4.0

This study

Q0711+356

L

7.0

—

This study

Ton 1530

Q

7.4

4.0

This study

PG1247+26

Q

4.5

4.0

This study

PG1329+41

Q

5.6

6.6

This study

Q1435+630

L

4.6

4.8

This study

MCS664

Q

7.2

6.6

This study

MCS232

B

7:

4.6

This study

MCS275

B

5.5

3:

This study

MCS141

B

Atm. B

5.4

This study

Q0932+501

B

19.6

7.6

This study

W1303+308

B

8.8

Too weak

This study

Q1309-056

B

17.0

5.0

This study
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Table 12. Continued

QSO

Type*

FWHM (103 km s-"®")
C III] X1909 C IV X1549

H1413+113

B

5.6

H0856+172

B

11:

H1011+091

B

13:

H1013+115

B

MCS661

B

Absorption
—

. Reference for
Measurement

3.9

This study

Too weak

This study

13:

This study

13:

This study

4:

This study

* Types are radio loud (L), radio quiet (Q) and radio quiet with
BALs (B). In one instance, PKS1157+014, there may be a radio
loud object with BALs (L,B?); PKS0802+103 is also 3C191.
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The observations made for this study were made in collaboration
with Ray Weymann, Richard Green and Bob Williams.

The conti-iuum was

subtracted from each spectrum and measurements of the half-width velocity
at half-maximum intensity were made from large-scale plots. In the cases
for which the data are due to other investigators, the measurements of
the half-width velocity at half-maximum intensity ware made visually
with a fine ruler. In all cases, except where the blue edge of C IV
X1549 emission is confused by an absorption trough, the measured halfwidth velocity at half-maximum intensity is taken to be one-half of the
measured full-width velocity at half-maximum intensity. For C IV
emission in some BAL QSOs, we are forced to adopt the emission redshift
from C III] A1909 and then measure the half-width velocity from the red
wing.

Also, it is possible that the measurements of C III] X1909 are

confused by (and include) emission due to A1 III X1857 and/or Fe II
[cf. Wills et al. (1980a), Wills, Netzer and Wills (1980b) concerning
this latter possibility].

Since any contamination of C III] X1909

emission by other emission could be a function of a QSO's properties, the
problem is one of interpretation.
(ii) Other Relevant Emission Line Characteristics Concerning BAL QSOs
The N V A1240 emission line is atypically strong in BAL QSOs
compared to N V emission in non-BAL QSOs.

The effect is obvious and

has been noted simply by visually inspecting many spectra.

Although

the examples are plentiful, the effect needs to be quantified. Also,
La emission is sometimes weak in BAL QSOs [e.g. especially Q1309-056
(Figure 14) and Q0254-33412 (Wright et al. 1979)].

This is not
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completely unreported in non-BAL QSOs [e.g. PKS 0528-250 (Jauncey et al.
1978)], but perhaps it occurs more frequently in BAL QSOs compared to
non-BAL QSOs.

Additional studies are necessary to establish this

effect. It is not uncommon to have the emission near C III] X1909 to
be stronger than C IV X1549 emission in BAL QSOs; it seems more
uncommon in non-BAL QSOs. Lastly, the C III] X1909 emission (and
possibly C IV X1549 emission) is often more flat topped and/or irregularly
shaped in BAL QSOs.

This may be due to the possible problems associated

with contamination by Al III X1857 and/or Fe II emission (and the
presence of C IV BALs), but it seems to be the most apparent in the
cases where the emission is weak (e.g. H0856+172, Q0903+176 and
Q0932+501). Additional studies are needed in this area.
2d.

Summary of Other Relevant Data

Other relevant data include the observed percentage of QSOs with
BALs, notes on the variety of BAL profiles, optical polarization data,
radio data and X-ray data.
(x) The Percentage of QSOs with BALs
On the basis of objective prism surveys, the fraction of QSOs
observed to have BALs is certainly in the range between 1 tc 20 percent,
with 3 to 10 percent a more likely range (Hazard 1981 and Smith 1981).
Due to possible selection effects, it is difficult to be more precise.
Some argue that the large intensity difference between the peak
intensity of C IV emission and a deep absorption trough is difficult to
overlook, and therefore, BAL QSOs are preferentially picked out on

objective prism surveys.

However, Osmer and Smith (1977) have pointed

out that La emission must be strong in order to select out QSOs with
reliability. The La emission is often obscured by strong N V X1240
absorption in BAL QSOs.

Also, as noted previously, C IV is sometimes

weak. Therefore, it seems unclear whether objective prism surveys are
biased for or against finding BAL QSOs.

Subjective factors concerning

the procedures for searching the plates are also important.

(ii) The Variety of BAL Profiles
BAL profiles come in many varieties.

At one extreme are

PHL5200 (Junkkarinen 1980), RS23 (Junkkarinen 1980 and this study) and
H1413+113 (this study). PHL5200 and RS23 were the first two BAL QSOs
to be discovered. They have P Cygni like profiles and little indication
of velocity structure in the absorption troughs.

At the other extreme

is Q1303+308 (this study and Turnshek et al. 1982a); it shows little
evidence for any continuous absorption, but, rather, individual
absorption lines. Intermediate examples between these two extremes are
Q1246-057 (Boksenberg et al. 1978), Q2240.9-3702, Q2238.9-4115 (Clowes
et al. 1979), MCS232, MCS275, MCS141 (Turnshek et al, 1980 and this
study), and Q0932+501, Q1309-056 (this study and Turnshek et al. 1982a).
They show varying degrees of structure and, in many instances, detached
and/or multiple absorption troughs.
Several spectral characteristics relevant to the discussion in
chapters 3 and 4 should be noted. The first aspect concerns the general
observation that N V M240 broad absorption can be deep, even at the
expected position of La emission.

For example, H1413+113 (Figure 17)

has deep N V broad absorption at the expected position of strong La
emission.

Evidently, the N V absorption is not completely optically

thick, and therefore, a weak La emission line is seen (i.e. the La
emission is partly attenuated, but completely occulted by, the N V
broad absorption). However, although C IV broad absorption is some
times seen to be deep when it is not in the wing of the C IV emission
line (e.g. Q0932+501 in Figure 10), it is seldom very deep when it is
in the wing of the C IV emission line (e.g. H1413+113 in Figures 17 and
19 and RS23 in Figure 16). See section 3c. Second, in some sense it
is possible to ascribe a multiplicity to an object based on the observed
number of clumps in velocity space exhibited by the BAL profile.

For

example, PHL5200 has one absorption trough, MCS275 has two absorption
troughs and Q2240.S-3702 has three absorption troughs.

This multiplicity

may provide information about the large-scale spatial distribution of
material with respect to the central source. See section 3e. Third,
when absorption doublets are observed in BAL profiles, they are often
overlapping in velocity space.

A good example of this for C IV

XA1548.2,1550.8 is found in the spectrum of Q1309-056 (trough A in
Figure 14); good examples of this for Si IV AA1393.8,1402.8 are found
in the spectra of MCS275 (Figure 3) and Q1303+308 (Figure 11). See
also the absorption line lists for these three objects (Tables 9, 5 and
8, respectively). Presumably, it is highly unlikely that this is not
truly absorption-absorption line-locking which can be induced by
radiation pressure (e.g. Scargle 1973).

(iii) Optical Polarization Properties
Optical linear polarization measurements of five BAL QSOs
(Q1246-057, PHL5200, MCS232, MCS275 and MCS141) have been reported by
Stockman and Angel (1978) and Stockman, Angel and Hier (1981a).
Recently, Stockman (1981) has made optical linear polarization measure
ments of four other BAL QSOs (PKS1157+014, W1303+308, Q1309-056 and
H1413+113).

The data for PHL5200 include spectropolarimetry. Stockman

et al. (1981a) find PHL5200 to have high linear polarization.

They

conclude that the polarization arises from the continuum and that the
emission lines are unpolarized. The polarization of the contiuum, P,
is wavelength dependent and can be fitted by P~

with P(A5000 , ) obs

6.2 percent. Seven of the other eight BAL QSOs are not as highly
polarized.

Q1246-057 has a linear polarization of approximately 2

percent, also exhibiting higher polarization at shorter wavelengths
(Stockman, Moore and Angel 1981b). Stockman et al. (1981a) find P =
1.17±0.23 percent for MCS141 and P = 0.93±0.26 percent for MCS232.
They state that these values are indicative of definite linear polari
zation and that only a small component is likely to be interstellar.
They did not detect linear polarization in MCS275 down to the 3cr level.
PKS1157+014, W1303+308 and Q1309-056 show small or insignificant linear
polarization; however, H1413+113 has P = 3.3±0.5 percent. Stockman
et al. (1981a) note that PHL5200 (and H1413+113) are the only highly
polarized QSOs (i.e. P greater than approximately 2 percent) which are
neither optically violent variable QSOs, nor radio loud QSOs.

Recent

optical linear polarization surveys show that most QSOs have small
polarization, which in some cases is intrinsic.
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(iv) Radio Properties
Only one of the twenty-three QSOs listed in Table 2 is radio
loud. This is PKS1157+014. For the reasons noted in chapter 1, it
should be considered a marginal member of the BAL class.

Typically,

10 percent of the QSOs with zem = 2 are radio loud (cf. Sramek and Weedman
1980). Although this statistic is not well-known, it suggests that the
BAL QSOs may be radio quiet by nature. We can also argue from another
point of view. We suspect that there are over 250 radio loud QSOs
in which BALs would have been detected if present (i.e. QSOs in the
Hewitt and Burbidge (1980) catalog which have z
greater than 1.3 and
em
identified C IV A1549 emission).

None of these QSOs have been classified

as BAL QSOs with the exception of the marginal object PKS1157+014.
Therefore, in view of the estimate that 3 to 10 percent of all QSOs have
BALs, this statistic also suggests that BAL QSOs are radio quiet by
nature. If this is the case, the lack of observable radio emission in
the BAL QSOs could be due to either (1) a true absence of radio emission
(directed toward the observer) or (2) absorption of radio emission by
the BAL material.

See section 4g for a discussion of this latter

possibility.
(v) X-ray Properties
Two out of six BAL QSOs observed by the Einstein Observatory
have been detected in the X-ray region (cf. Zamorani et al. 1981).
They are MCS275 and Q1309-056. The BAL QSOs MCS141, Q1246-057, RS23
and PHL5200 were not detected. Typically, X-ray emission is more likely
to be detected in radio loud QSOs than in radio quiet QSOs.

According

to a compilation by Kembhavi and Fabian (1981), approximately one-half
of the radio quiet QSOs brighter than V « 18 have been successfully
detected. However, only one out of 55 radio quiet QSOs fainter than
V = 18 have been successfully detected.

3. ANALYSIS
In this chapter we analyze the raw observations presented in
chapter 2.

The results we deduce are used extensively in chapter 4.

First, the technique used to determine the properties of the BAL clouds
is discussed (section 3a). We then apply the technique and present
these properties (section 3b). The minimum absorption column densities
in C IV are found to lie in the range of 5(10"'""') to 5(10^) cm-2.
Total column densities are likely to lie in the range of 10^0 to
1021 cm~2. In addition, the variations in column density per unit
velocity iuterval for various ionic species (in typical BAL QSOs) are
illustrated. These illustrations also point out variations in the level
of ionization as a function of velocity that are apparent in the spectra
of some BAL QSOs. The fraction of the emission line region occulted by
the BAL clouds is discussed in section 3c.

With the exception of one

BAL QSO (PHL5200), we find that there is no evidence that the high
ionization emitting region is occulted by the BAL clouds.

In this one

exception, at least 50 percent of the high ionization emission is likely
to be occulted.

However, a substantial portion (nearly all) of the La

emitting region is likely occulted by the BAL clouds. A comparison of
emission line widths in BAL QSOs, radio quiet (non-BAL) QSOs and radio
loud (non-BAL) QSOs is made in section 3d. The main conclusion of this
comparison is that BAL QSOs have broader emission near C III] X1909
than non-BAL QSOs. This type of effect is not apparent near C IV X1549
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emission. Lastly, in section 3d, we discuss the large-scale spatial
distribution of BAL clouds with respect to the central source by con
sidering the observed velocity structure.

There is evidence that this

distribution is non-random, possibly disk like.
3a. Technique and Limitations
There are two limiting cases we can use to conceptualize the
line-of-sight distribution of material giving rise to the observed
broad absorption complexes.

In one limiting case, we can take the

outflow (line-of-sight) velocity to be strictly a function of radial
distance from the central source. In this case, there is only one
value for the velocity at each value for the radius, i.e., v(r).
It can be assumed that the Doppler broadening due to microturbulence
or thermal motions is negligible and that the density of some ionic
species could be specified as a function of distance, i.e., n(r).
In the other limiting case, we can take the observed broad absorption
complexes to be due to many individual, Doppler broadened clouds that
may overlap, in velocity space, i.e., v not strictly a function of r,
ft

although v may vary with r globally. The first case might be conceptually
correct when the absorption troughs are smooth, whereas the second case
might be conceptually correct when individual absorption lines or
complex velocity structure exists.

However, it is also conceivable

that only one of the above two cases applies.

Models for the outflow

and higher resolutions observations can help us decide which view is the
most reasonable.
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We show shortly that, in terms of deduced properties (i.e.
column densities), the application of either of these conceptual
possibilities yield identical results. We also outline the difficulties
in determining column densities. It should be kept in mind that the
most information we can hope to derive from spectroscopic observations
of an absorption trough is the line-of-sight column density of absorbing
material per unit velocity interval.

The column density of material

between v and v + dv is Nvdv. However, due to the complex nature of the
absorption, straightforward determinations of column density are im
possible in practice.
For the first limiting case, the line-of-sight velocity is taken
to be only a function of r.

The line-of-sight optical depth can then be

given as a function of v, r or v' since v = v(r) and v' = v(l + v(r)/c)y
- v(l + v(r)/c). That is,
x(v,r,v') =

n(r)cr(v - (1 + v(r)/c)vQ)dr
o

(1)

Here, c is the velocity of light and cr is the line absorption crosssection of a single ion, which is symmetric about the resonant
frequency,

= vQ(l + v(r)/c). We have taken
Y = [1 - (v(r)/c)2]1/2 « 1

(2)

since v(r)/c is generally less than 0.1 for the cases discussed here.
Note that in frequency space, we are in the primed frame which is
viewing the QSO in the QSO's rest frame. The outflow velocity, v(r),
is measured with respect to the central QSO and is always positive.
In the approximation that o scales like a 6 function in frequency
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space we have,
t(v,r,v') =

n(r)2^-f6(v - (1 + v(r)/c)v0)dr
m c
e
n(r)——f
m c
o
e

= n(r) ie±_ f
e o

El
dr

_1 (^[ (V-vo>c
6
c

(3a)

_ V(r)])dv

(3b)

vo

dv(r) -1
dr

(3c)

Here, e is the electron charge, mis the electron rest mass and f is
the oscillator strength.
For the other limiting case, the line-of-sight velocity
structure is taken to be due to many individual, Doppler broadened
clouds that may overlap in velocity space.

The line-of-sight optical

depth can then only be given as a function of v or v'.

We do not

discuss the line-of-sight optical depth as a function of r since v is
not strictly a function of r.

However, v may be globally related with

r. We have,
T(V,V')

n(r)

a(v-(l + v/c)v )Pvdv

dr

(4)

Here, Pvdv is the probability that a particular ion has line-of-sight
velocity between v and v + dv. The cross-section of a single ion,a ,
has been weighted by the probability that it has velocity between v and
v + dv. Therefore, / a(v- (1 + v/c)v^P dv is effectively the crosssection per ion.

For a single Doppler broadened cloud having a

Maxwellian velocity distribution about v = v ,
o
P dv = —L_eXp(-(v - vj2/v2)dv.
v
0
/TTv
D

(5)
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The parameter vD is the Doppler parameter with vD = (2kT/m)l/2 for
thermal motion where k is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature
and m is the mass of the ion.

Since the effective cross-section per

ion is taken to be independent of r, from equation 4 we have
T(V,V') =

,

n(r)dr[

N

/rTe2f

(6)

a(v-(1+v/c)v0)Pvdv]

H(a>u) = N

mevovD

H(a,u)

(7)

Av
me"
cA
"
"D

where H(a,u) is the well-known Voigt profile,

00

H(a,u) = ^

e- V
y

2J

°y

,

(8)

(u_y)2+a2

N is the column density of the single Doppler broadened cloud and Av^
is the Doppler parameter in frequency units, i.e., Av = v v /c.
u
Do
In the expression for the Voigt profile, a = r/4irAv (the "damping
D
parameter"), y = (v - v)/v_ and u = (v" - v J/Av^. If n of these
o

D

o

u

Doppler broadened clouds exist along the line-of-sight, then the
expression for x can be generalized to

,v") -

T(v

V.

£ N H /(vD), .
j
3-1 j 3

(9)

Although the two limiting cases we have just considered are
conceptually different, it can be shown that the column densities
deduced from adopting either point of view will be the same for the
cases considered here. For example, suppose that a broad absorption
line is observed to be symmetric about v = vQ.

Assume that the line-

of-sight velocity is solely due to Doppler broadening and that the
absorbing region is essentially at a single point along the line-ofsight (covering the entire source). For the cases of interest, i.e.,
a « 1 and x <10, it can be shown that a profile can be fit with
(v,v') =

y/^e2f
N exp(-(v-v )2 / V d2)
TTI
O
"
m vM it
v
e o D

(10)

to a good approximation since there is negligible absorption in the
line wings. However, if the absorption symmetric about v^ were due to
a continuous flow with negligible Doppler broadening rather than a
single Doppler broadened region, then from equation 3 we would clearly
need
a(r) = —— N exp(-(v(r)-v )2/v2) ^v(r)
/T FV d
°
D
dr

(11)

for the same profile to be produced. The deduced column density due
n(r)dr. Since

to the continuous flow would be
o

o

~~ N exp(-(v(r)-v )^/v2) dv^ dr = N,
°
dr
D
D

(12)

it is obvious that the deduced column density is the same, regardless
of which conceptual limiting case is applied.
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There are three major difficulties we must deal with when
attempting to determine column densities. First, T is determined by
considering an expression of the form
I = I°exp(-T)

(13)

where I is the observed intensity and 1° is the continuum intensity.
For T large, observational uncertainties in I make accurate determina
tions of x impossible. As it turns out, application of the well-known
"doublet ratio method" helps us cope with this problem to some extent.
Second, 1° can be uncertain. Third, the spectrograph has finite
resolution, and therefore, a unique determination of T is impossible in
practice since the absorption lines may be unresolved and "filled in".
The technique outlined below is used in the next section to
determine total line-of-sight column densities and line-of-sight
column densities per unit velocity interval. We attempt to fit
observed profiles with computed profiles.
point

r-f.

Conceptually we adopt the

view that many Doppler broadened clouds along the line-of-

sight produce the observed absorption complexes.

In any case, the

result of equation 12 demonstrates that this point of view does not
affect the value of the deduced column densities.

We proceed as

follows. First, we assume complete occultation of continuum by each
cloud and we specify (v0)j, (vD)j and Nj (or Tj at line center) for n
clouds. The value of Hj(a,u) is found from a linear expansion (cf.
Hummer 1965). The calculated profile is then degraded to the instrumental
resolution with a Gaussian function. This degraded profile is compared to
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the observed profile and an additional iteration is made if necessary.
In all cases, we do not increase any

past the point of obtaining a

reasonable fit, and therefore, the fitting technique yields minimum
column densities. This comment especially applies if "saturated"
components are present.

In cases where x is moderate [i.e. x t 2],

the column densities will not be lower limits, providing the absorption
is resolved. We give specific examples of application in" sections 3b
and 3c. Note that in some cases we use extremely large (unrealistic)
values of v^, i.e., v^ greater than several hundred km s-^. These are
almost certainly not conceptually meaningful in the classical way.
For example, it may be more appropriate to think of a broad, symmetric
absorption line as being due to many individually optically thin
clouds that have a Gaussian distribution in velocity.

In any case,

large Doppler parameters are simply used for mathematical convenience
in deducing column densities.
3b. Deduced Properties of the BAL Clouds
In this section we present total column densities, N, and
column densities per unit velocity interval, /N dv, as deduced from the
observations of objects presented in section 2b. The reliability of
the deductions is dependent on the circumstances of the observations.
The moderately high resolution, photometric data presented in
section 2b(i) for Q1309-056, Q1413+110, RS23 and Q0932+501 should be
considered the most reliable. Although Q1303+308, MCS141, MCS275, and
MCS232 were also observed at moderately high resolution, the data are
less reliable since they are photographic. The low resolution (and
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sometimes poor signal-to-noise) phou metric data presented in
section 2b(ii) must also be considered less reliable.
Comments on the velocity structure, C IV absorption rest
equivalent widths and the deduced column densities are given in
Table 13 for each object. The total column density listed is assumed
to be Ng jy/(0.3 x 3.3 x 10"^), i.e., 30 percent of the carbon is
taken to be C1^ and the carbon to hydrogen abundance is taken to be
solar. This is most likely an underestimate since the ionization is
high and the technique for determining Nc ^ may produce an under
estimate. When only low resolution data are available, an underestimate
of N

c

jy is more likely.

This is because "filling-in" of absorption

lines is more likely. Also, detailed notes to Table 13 are given;
these are used extensively in the model considerations discussed in
chapter 4.
In Figures 26, 27 and 28 we show synthetically produced spectra
which were fit to the Q0932+501, H1413+113 and Q1309-056 observations,
respectively. See Figures 10, 18, 19 and 14 for the observations.
These illustrate implementation of the technique discussed in
section 3a. To clarify the technique, we outline the procedure used to
fit the C IV absorption trough of Q0932+501 (Figures 10 and 28).
First, we estimated the slope of the redshifted continuum and specified
graphic parameters so that the computer generated (synthetic) spectrum
would be at the same scale as the observed spectrum. We also included
a Gaussian emission line by specifying a peak intensity and a velocity
half-width. The treatment of this emission lin,e in terms of

Table 13. Deduced Properties of BAL Clouds
Rest**
Object

Resolution
(X)

Hode

Telescope

pg.pra

2.3m

2,4,10

pg.pa

2.3m

2,4,10

pg.pra

2.3m

MCS232

4,10

KCS275 .
HCS141

(cm~z)

*

60

3(16)+

4,400:

17,100:

moderate

39

2(16)+

3,500

15,200

moderate

51

1.8(16)

-

—

—

9,600

26,800

little

51

1(16)+

...

0.3

—

-

1(20)

MKT

6,600

'27,200

little:

26

8(15):+

—

—

"

—

8(19)

2.3m

-3,600

24,500

extreme

28

8(15):

—

-0.1

-2.0

_

8(19):

3,500

33,000

moderate
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2.6(16)

0.1-0.3

0.7-1.8

—

3(20)

H1011-KI91

10

pn

2.3m,HTfT
MHT

AAT,2.3m

pn

KMT

-0:

7,200

none

12

7(15)*

12,000

little

27

0.9(16)

12,600:

38,000:

moderate

49

2(16)+

-0:

16,500:

little:

23

7(15):+

-0

H1413+113

2,10

pn

MKT

2,400:

H1414-KJ87

10

pn

HHT

10

pn

2,3m

KCS661

HTOT

"c IV

IV

moderate

pra

pn

"o VI

NC

24,000:

2.5,10

2

"N V

2(16)

Q0932+501

2,10

IV

3(16)

MHT

RS23

I?

50

pra

Q1309-056

HC

IV

49

10

pn

20,300
39,800
or
21,800

NSi

HC

moderate

H0903+173

P8#pn

1,000
11,300
or
2,700

"HI

moderate

2.3M

10

little

FW (X)

HC IV
(cm Z)

< 0.2:

pra

2,10

14,400

3,000

Cjy Abs•

1(16)

10

1013+113

Velocity
Structure

24

H0856+172

V1303+308

V .
vmax
win.
(km e'1) (km s )

0.1-0.2

0.3-0.6:

< 0.3:

-0.1

-0.1:

0.1-0.2

—

< 0.1

0.1-0.6
-

<0.1-0.4:
—

—

—

0.05-0.1

-

0.2-0.3
-0.1
—

—

1(20)

1.0-2.0

—

3(20)

1.0-2.0

-1.3

2(20)

—

2(20)

—

2(20)

3(20)

—

1.5-2.0

—

1.0-2.0:
-2.0:
"

—

7(19)

—

9(19)

—

2(20)

—

7(19):

Table 13. Continued

Notes
* NC IV would be considerably higher if we had assumed the BAL clouds did not cover the
emission line.
t Nc jy could be considerably underestimated in these objects, relative to the other
objects, since only low resolution data was available.
** Assuming solar abundances and that ~l/3 of the carbon is C IV.
ft Mean C IV absorption EW -40 &.
Based on an approximate fit to the observations, we find the probability that a BAL
QSO will have absorption at velocity, v^ is: P(V) = 0,86 - 0.57 (1-v?) for
v^ S 2 and P(v) = 0.57 (4-v^) for 2 < v^ < 4 where v^ is in units of 10^ km s~^).
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occultation by absorption was inconsequential in the case of Q0932+501
since the absorption is well-separated from the emission.

We then

decided that a good fit to the observed absorption could probably be
obtained with five Doppler broadened "clouds". To fit features c, d
and f we employed three "clouds". To fit feature e we employed two
"clouds". The formal values used for the Doppler parameters were of
order one thousand km s~l. Although conceptually these values are
unrealistic, they provide a mathematical formalism for estimating
minimum column densities. Line center optical depths were also
estimated. A synthetic spectrum was generated using these parameters
and degraded to the instrumental resolution using a Gaussian function.
In the case of Q0932+501, we cannot see the C IV XX1548.2.1550.8
doublet structure because the absorption lines are so broad.

Additional

iterations were made until a good fit was achieved (subjective). The
actual comparisons were made by overlaying the two spectra.
VO

Figures 29, 30 and 31 show v versus log /

Nvdv for C IV

Vl

where V2 -

-i
is 50 km s
for Q0932+501, H1413+113 and Q1309-066,

respectively. These show the manner in which the line-of-sight column
density is perceived to vary with velocity.
Figures 32, 33 and 34 show v versus log fVz N dv for H I, Si IV
V1
and N V, respectively. These show the manner in which ionization
varies with velocity in some instances. In H1413+113 the Si IV to
C IV column density ratio seems to be fairly constant.
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Figure 31.

Q1309-056 Minimum C IV Column Density versus Velocity

Figure 32.

Q1309—056 Minimum Si IV Column Density versus Velocity
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In the best cases, the column densities are probably accurate
to 10 or 20 percent (based on the accuracy to which the continuum can be
specifed).

Column density ratios should be more accurate.

Note,

however, that if our assumptions are invalid (e.g. concerning source
coverage or velocity structure), the deductions are less certain.
Several remarks concerning these deductions and the velocity
structure of the BAL material should be made. We do not know if the
absorbing clouds cover the high ionization emission lines.

As discussed

later, we are not generally forced to assume that they do (see
sections 3c and 4f). Therefore, we did not assume that the high
ionization emission (i.e. C IV) is covered by BAL clouds in determining
Figures 29 through 34. However, this problem of interpretation will
not generally change the deductions in Table 13 since the emission is
present only for the first few thousand km s-^. For example, the
particular assumption adopted would affect the deduced column density
in an object like RS23 where absorption exists at low velocities, but
not in Q0932+501, Q1309-056 or H1413+113 where the absorption is
separated from the emission. The synthetic spectrum of PHL5200,
presented and discussed in section 3c, is relevant to interpreting BAL
spectra and source coverage.

Note also that in some objects there is

a tendency for the amount of low velocity material to increase rapidly
with increasing velocity (sharp red edge), whereas the amount of high
velocity material decreases relatively slowly with increasing velocity
("ragged" blue edge). Although this is not a characteristic of every
BAL QSO [e.g. see H0903+173, H1011+091, H1414+087 and MCS661 in

section 2b(ii)], it may be an important clue to the nature of the
acceleration process.
3c. Occu.ltation of the Emission Line
Region by the BAL Clouds
If we consider the C IV M549 region in BAL QSOs, in only one
case is the C IV absorption-emission profile so steep that we can conclude
that some of the emitting region is occulted by the absorbing material.
That is, in the relevant cases if we supposed that the BAL clouds
occulted only the continuum source and then tried to subtract the
emission line (by assuming red-blue symmetry), in only one case would
the result produce a photon deficit. Many QSOs do show absorption deep
enough to occult the continuum plus emission if located s± the proper
(low) velocity, but usually these absorption troughs are either detached
from the emission or the emission lines are weak (e.g. Q0932+501 and
MCS275) so that there is still a problem with interpretation insofar
as whether or not the emitting region is occulted.
Specific examples of BAL QSOs with strong C IV emission lines
and absorption setting in a relatively low velocity are RS23 (see
Figure 16), PHL5200 (Junkkarinen 1980), Q2240-3702 (Clowes et al. 1979)
and Q0254-334/2 (Wright et al. 1979). In Figure 35, we illustrate the
result of reflecting the red side of the C IV emission profile about
the emission peak in RS23. The absorption profile, with the total
emission line subtracted, is shown in the upper left panel of Figure 35.
Clearly the emission line does not have to be occulted by the absorption.
With the exception of PHL5200, the same technique can be applied
successfully to the other BAL QSOs.

Recent high resolution (2 2)
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Figure 35. Occultation of C IV Emission by C IV Broad
Absorption in RS23 (Occultation Not Required)

4650

observations of PHL5200 at the MMT suggest that at least 50 percent of
the C IV emitting region is occulted by BAL material (for the case of a
symmetric emission line).

In any case, on the basis of the total

observational data, we cannot conclude that a substantial fraction of
the high ionization emission lines (e.g. 0 VI» N V, C IV and Si IV) is
normally occulted by -the BAL material.

Note that an occultation can be

produced by truly covering the emitting region or, to a partial degree,
by a decelerating flow.

This result is relevant to any model which

proposes that observable high ionization emission lines are produced
by the BAL clouds.
Despite this result, we can say with some certainty that the
La emitting region is occulted by the BAL material.

Good examples are

H1413+113 (Figure 17), PHL5200 (Junkkarinen 1980) and Q2240-3702
(Clowes et al. 1979). This result is contingent upon the assumption
that strong La emission is present in these objects. However, note
that in some BAL QSOs [e.g. Q1309-056 (Figure 14) and Q0254-334/2
(Wright et al. 1979b)], La emission is conspicuously weak. The weakness
cannot be attributed solely to N V or La absorption. In any case,
strong La emission is generally present in most BAL QSOs, and therefore,
we do not seriously question the result that the BAL material occults
the La emitting region. A synthetically produced spectrum of PHL5200
is shown in Figure 36 to emphasize this result. It was generated by
the technique outlined previously. Many Doppler broadened clouds were
placed along the line-of-sight. The solid curve is the synthetic
spectrum. It agrees with the observations fairly well (qualitatively).
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3450
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Figure 36. Synthetic Spectrum of PHL5200 like QSO Illustrating
Occultation of La Emission by N V Broad Absorption

The absorbing clouds were assumed to entirely occult both the
continuum and emission. The dashed curve is the adopted unattenuated
continuum plus emission line [from Q1101-264 (Carswell et al. 1981)].
The N V A1240 absorption is seen to attenuate the La emission feature
quite effectively, although there is still some La emission showing
through since the N V A1240 absorption is not completely optically
thick.
3d. Velocity Width of the Emitting Region
as a Function of QSO Properties
The emission line velocity width data presented in section 2c
is illustrated in Figures 37 and 38 for C III] A1909 and C IV A1549,
respectively. This presumably gives an unbiased view of the velocity
half width of the emission lines as a function of QSO type (i.e.
properties). The "type" is either: BAL (which in all cases, except
possibly one, is radio quiet), radio quiet (non-BAL) or radio loud
(non-BAL).
The histogram in Figure 37 shows that the typical C III] A1909
emission line is broader in the BAL QSOs than in the non-BAL QSOs;
there is not a large difference in C III] A1909 emission line

breadth

between the radio quiet non-BAL QSOs and the radio loud non-BAL QSOs,
although to a small level of significance, C III] is broader in the
radio quiet objects compared to the radio loud objects. Errors in the
measurements should be considerably smaller than the bin size of
20'0 km s-1. The result is a mean trend and it does not necessarily
a^ply to individual objects. It suggests that there is a difference in
tYi emission line characteristics as a function of QSO properties, but
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obviously more data is desirable to make this well-established. The
difference may be due to a real difference in the C III] emission
profile as a function of QSO properties or the presence of some other
emission line at about the same wavelength as C III] X1909
[e.g. A1 III X1857 and/or Fe II (cf. Wills et al. 1980a and Wills et al„
1980b)]. The histogram in Figure 38 for the C IV X1549 emission line
does not show this effect. If the emission at -1909 X is due entirely
to C III], this would indicate that the C III] emission is sometimes
substantially broader than the C IV emission in BAL QSOs. This effect
may be present to a lesser degree in non-BAL QSOs [see also Wilkes and
Carswell (1981)]. We refer to the discussion in section 2c for other
possible differences in emission line properties as a function of QSO
type

(i.e. that C III] emission is often stronger than C IV emission

in BAL QSOs, that N V emission is unusually strong in BAL QSOs, that
Lot emission is sometimes weak in BAL QSOs and that C III] and C IV
emission are sometimes weak and possibly irregularly shaped in BAL QSOs).
These effects are not completely unreported in non-BAL QSOs, but they
do seem to occur more frequently in BAL QSOs.

Further emission line

survey work is clearly needed.
3e. The Large-Scale Spatial Distribution of BAL
Material with Respect to the Central Source
We define the covering factor, qc, as the fraction of the sky
spatially covered by the BAL clouds as seen by an observer on the
central source QSO. Although the covering factor may vary from object
to object, we take the point of view that it is constant and suggest

that 0.03 < qc < 0.20 in section 4c. [Note that if the percentage of
QSOs observed to have BALs is smaller than the covering factor, qc, then
there must be a separate class of QSOs which have BAL clouds associated
with them.

Also, it should be realized that if qc is 0.2 or less, then

there must be a substantial fraction of QSOs which have BAL clouds
associated with them, but which we cannot "see" via their absorption
signature].

The value of qc may be important to arguments which are

concerned with the large-scale spatial distribution of BAL clouds with
respect to the central source QSO. If the observed absorption complexes
are due to a single region in space (i.e. implying that at one time all
of the BAL clouds along the line-of-sight had a common, single origin),
then the value of the covering factor offers little usable information
about this distribution. However, if multiple (unrelated) regions are
responsible for the observed absorption complexes, then the distribution
of multiplicities provides information about the large-scale spatial
distribution of BAL material.

With either point of view (i.e. a single

origin or multiple origins) the nature of the model is constrained.
The theoretical value of the covering factor is the product of
two probabilities: (1) the probability that the line-of-sight will lie
within the solid angle containing BAL clouds and (2) the probability
that the line-of-sight will intersect BAL clouds (providing the lineof-sight lies within the solid angle containing BAL clouds).

(1

~

e_n)

That is,

(14)

where fl/4ir is the solid angle containing BAL clouds and n is the optical
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depth to "localized" BAL regions in space (i.e. regions that have a
single origin). We speculate that a discrete clump of absorption in
velocity space is characteristic of a "localized" BAL region, and
therefore, that the number of regions along the line-of-sight can be
determined from observations. This number is the multiplicity. If the
large-scale spatial distribution of BAL clouds is random, then fi/4ir
is unity.

For this case, since 0.03 < qc < 0.20, from equation 14 it

follows that 0.03 < n < 0.22. Therefore, we can employ Poisson's
distribution to discuss the expected multiplicities for the case of a
random distribution. The probability of observing m "localized" BAL
regions in a QS0 is approximately given by

P

m

« £2i£ ; (m = 0,1,2,3...).
mi

(15)

It follows that the probability of observing m BAL regions in a QSO
classified as a BAL QSO is
(16a)

~

§ D
m!(1 - e**!)

(m = 1,2,3...).

(16b)

The distribution of multiplicities for a random distribution
(i.e. ft/4ir = 1) can now be estimated. If n = 0.03 (qc = 0.03), the
probability of observing exactly one "localized" BAL region in a BAL
QSO is = 98.5 percent, the probability of observing exactly two
"localized" BAL regions in a BAL QSO is = 1.5 percent and the
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probability of observing exactly three "localized" BAL regions in a BAL
QSO is - 0.015 percent. If n = 0.22 (qc = 0.20), the probability of
observing exactly one "localized" BAL region in a BAL QSO is - 89.3
percent, the probability of observing exactly two "localized" BAL
regions in a BAL QSO is - 10.0 percent and the probability of observing
exactly three "localized" BAL regions in a BAL QSO is - 0.7 percent.
If we visually inspect the twenty-three known BAL QSOs
(Table 1) and try to discern extreme, discrete clumps in velocity space,
it is found that - 8 percent have three clumps (Q1303+308 and
Q2240.9-3702), = 25 percent have two clumps (MCS275, MCS141, Q0234-407,
PKS1157+014, Q1309-056 and H1414+087) and - 67 percent have one clump.
Our definition of a clump in velocity space is an absorption trough
which is isolated from other absorption by several thousand km s-^".
This is quite arbitrary since the specification of the multiplicity is
actually model dependent.

For example, it is conceivable that the

multiplicity in Q1303+308 is any value. Keeping this in mind, we
nevertheless suggest that the observed absorption structure is indicative
of a non-random large-scale spatial distribution for the BAL clouds
(i.e. J2/4ir < 1).

The two most physically plausible non-random distri

butions are: (1) BAL clouds confined to a cone (i.e. a "jet") or
(2) BAL clouds confined to a disk. If this is the case, the observed
characteristics of a BAL profile could be highly dependent on aspect
angle. This type of dependence might apply to other properties as well
(e.g. emission line profiles and radio properties).

The distribution

of multiplicities we have adopted for the BAL QSOs is found to be in

good agreement with the observations if Tl - 0.8. From equation 14,
we find that this value for n suggests that Q/bir lies in the range
n/4ir

0.054 (qc = 0.03) to n/4ir = 0.36 (qc = 0.20).

4. MODEL CONSIDERATIONS
In this chapter we consider theoretical implications concerning
absorption and emission in BAL QSOs and QSOs in general. First, we
discuss the possibility of observing BALs when emitting clouds occult
the continuum source and compare expectations with the observed
properties of the BAL QSOs.

We also consider the implications of the

deductions concerning column densities and levels of ionization made in
section 3b. We conclude that the types of clouds normally attributed to
the QSO's broad emission line region (i.e. optically thick clouds with
highly ionized front surfaces) are incapable of producing the character
istics of the observed BALs. This is primarily due to the lack of
observed: Mg II BALs, strong La BALs and an absorption edge at the
Lyman limit of the BAL clouds. Therefore, either the adopted, generally
accepted, model for the emission line region is incorrect or the BAL
clouds are incapable of giving rise to all (or any) of the observed
emission. Next, we contrast the observed ionization in the BAL clouds
to the expected results for photoionization and consider the constraints
central source photoionization places on model parameters (section 4b).
If solar abundances are adopted, optically thin, central source photo
ionization by a simple power law distribution of ionizing photons is
incapable of explaining the observed level of ionization in the BAL
clouds.

Nevertheless, we do suggest that the photoionization parameter

must be less than a specific upper limit.
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We then place limits on the
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fraction of the continuum source spatially covered by the BAL clouds
by considering the observed percentage of QSOs with BALs and the
emission profile that would likely result from scattering if the
covering factor were larger than some upper limit (section 4c).
Observations suggest that covering factor is between 3 and 20 percent.
If the fraction of the source spatially covered by BAL clouds is greater
than the percentage of QSOs observed to have BALs, then there must be
a class of QSOs that have BAL clouds associated with them and a class
of QSOs that do not have BAL clouds associated with them. The consider
ations of sections 4b and 4c allow limits to be placed on the amount of
emission arising from scattering of continuum photons by the BAL clouds
(section 4d) and the amount of emission arising from collisional
excitation in the BAL clouds (section 4e). We find that observable
high ionization emission lines from the same clouds producing the BAIfi
are plausible. In particular, we find that the amount of high ionization
emission due to the redistribution of inner photons via resonance line
scattering in the outflowing BAL clouds may be substantial, especially
for N V A1240 if there is an inner La emitting region.

However, the

estimated amount of emission due to scattering is less than the observed
amount of emission, and therefore, an additional mechanism for high
ionization emission lines is still required. Providing the proper
physical conditions exist in the BAL clouds, i.e., T > 20,000 °K and
possibly ne > 10^, the BAL clouds are likely to give rise to the
majority of high ionization emission lines via collisional excitation.
The limit of T > 20,000 °K is imposed to suppress substantial
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unocculted Lk emission from the BAL clouds and the limit of n£ > 10^
is suggested to suppress substantial broad [0 III] X5007 emission from
the BAL clouds. We conclude by suggesting constraints on a simple
model for emission and absorption and discuss the expected distance,
mass and energy of the BAL clouds (section 4f) and implications for
radio and X-ray properties (section 4g).

A model in which the low

ionization emission lines are produced in an inner region and the
majority of the high ionization emission lines are produced in an outer
BAL region (e.g. 10-1000 pc) is viable.

The level of ionization in the

outer (BAL) region could not be easily explained in terms of central
source photoionization.

The mass of the BAL region would be of order

7(10^)r?
M ; the kinetic energy of motion of the BAL region would be
kpc ®
of order l(10^)r^
ergs; r,
would be of order (n /lO^)"-*-^.
kpc
kpc
e
It is unlikely that bound-free absorption in the BAL clouds could
obscure X-ray emission; however, providing the source is small enough,
free-free absorption in the BAL clouds could obscure radio emission at
frequencies below a few GHz.
4a.

Absorption from Emitting Clouds

In the past, various investigators have discussed models in
which the clouds responsible for the broad absorption lines were also
responsible for the brond emission lines. The most notable of these is
the P Cygni like model which suggests that redshifted emission lines
are formed adjacent to blueshifted absorption by resonance line
scattering in an expanding envelope surrounding the optical continuum
source (e.g. Scargle, Caroff and Noerdlinger 1970, Lucy 1971 and
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recently Drew and Gidding 1981).

Although we believe this particular

view to be incorrect (section 4c and Turnshek et al. 1980), it is
important to explore the constraints on any model which proposes that
BALs are observable when the clouds responsible for the broad emission
lines cover the contiuum source.
Photoionization models of the broad emission line region
generally require the individual clouds to be optically very thick in
the Lyman continuum so that Mg II A2798 emission can be produced.
Since highly ionized species are also observed (e.g. C IV), the
individual emission line clouds are normally modeled to have a highly
ionized front surface, where C IV X1549 is produced by collisions!
excitation, followed by a transition zone (and somewhat of a neutral
region), where Mg II X2798 is produced by collisional excitation.
Furthermore, the emission line clouds are thought to intercept 3 to
10 percent of the continuum radiation (Baldwin and Netzer 1978). The
lower limit of 3 percent is the typical value obtained when the
ionizing continuum is taken to be the observed continuum (extrapolated
beyond the Lyman limit) and approximately one-half of the observed La
emission is taken to be due to recombination.

The upper limit of

10 percent is assigned because statistically less than 1 in 10 QSOs
have a Lyman edge corresponding to z£m. [However, note that there are
no cases where the emission line clouds can unambiguously be inter
preted to cause an observed Lyman edge.] To some extent, the latter
estimate is based on the assumption that an individual emission line
cloud is capable of covering a significant fraction of the continuum
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source. In view of the (perhaps likely) possibility that individual
emission line clouds are numerous, and very small when compared with
the size of the continuum source (cf. McKee and Tarter 1975 and
Blumenthal and Matthews 1979), we note that the upper limit of 10 percent
is also consistent with a Lyman edge produced by many small clouds
covering less than 10 percent of the source.
We now consider the relevance of the following possible
coincidence: the fraction of QSOs with BALs is similarly estimated to
be 3 to 10 percent [section 2d(i)]. In view of this, it is important
to decide if the properties of the BAL clouds are consistent with
emission line clouds covering the continuum source.

Recently, Rwan and

Krolik (1981) presented a model of the broad emission line region which
has the general properties outlined above.

Their calculation is

moderately successful at explaining the hydrogen line ratios in QSOs.
The model supposes that the optical depths are large enough to
thermalize the La photons, i.e., a significant fraction of the hydrogen
is in excited states, thereby allowing mainly collisional excitation to
enhance the Balmer lines (whereas Loc becomes saturated).

A substantial

electron fraction is maintained throughout each optically thick cloud
since photoionization and collisional ionization from excited states of
hydrogen are included in the model.

Soft X-ray photoionization of

helium and metals also contributes to collisional heating of the gas in
this region.

Kwan and Krolik point out that, in addition to the

hydrogen lines, lines such as Mg II X2798, Si IV X1397, C IV X1549,
N V X1240

and 0 VI X1034 are optically thick. The optical depths for

Si IV X1397, C IV X1549, N V X1240

and 0 VI X1034 are sufficiently

small that, despite many many scatterings, virtually all of the photons
created by collisional excitation eventually escape. However, a
limitation is imposed on the growth of Mg II X2798 emission by
collisional de-excitation and by bound-free absorption of X2798 from
the n=2 level of hydrogen. In view of these general properties
(i.e. large optical depths in the resonance lines), it seems at least
plausible that the presence of broad absorption lines might be natural
in objects having emission line clouds covering the continuum source.
In order to delineate the constraints on such a situation, we
first deduce the column densities of ground state C+^ and Mg+^ ions in
emission line clouds that are modeled to be optically thick with
highly ionized front surfaces. We then show that these deduced emission
line cloud column densities are inconsistent with the observed column
densities of BAL clouds, suggesting that either: (i) the adopted
(generally accepted) model for the emission line region is incorrect or
(ii) the clouds causing the broad absorption lines are not (alone)
capable of causing all (or any) of the observed emission lines.
(i) Column Densities of Emitting Clouds
First, we utilize the model of Kwan and Krolik (1981). They
adopt the carbon abundance to be- 57 percent of the solar value,
require the clouds to be in pressure equilibrium and take the continuum
to be a smooth two component power law with,
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Lv ~ v-0-5,

~ v~2

hv < 13.6 eV

, 13.6 eV < hv < 100 eV

~ v-0*5, 100 eV

< hv.

(17a)

(17b)

(17c)

They terminate their standard model at a total column density of
1023 cm-2, at which point the calculated flux ratio of C IV A1549 to
Mg II X2798 is ~ 3.7. This lies in the quoted "observed" range of 1.0
to 4.4 given by Kwan and Krolik.

See also Baldwin (1975 and 1977),

Osmer and Smith (1976 and 1977), Grandi and Phillips (1979), Neugebauer
et al. (1979), Shuder and MacAlpine (1979), Green et al. (1980) and
Wu et al. (1980) for a relevant discussion of the observations. We
deduce the column densities graphically by using figures 1 and 2 of
Kwan and Krolik (1981). This is done by numerically solving the
integral,
r+Ar
n^dr

N±

(18)

with statistical equilibrium requiring,

1+j?i
1

n e q i2 hV i

S
P
A21 "
2 A,;

e-hvi/kT

(19)
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Here,

is the column density of ground state ions (for ion i), n^ is

the corresponding number density, r is a radial distance, Ar is the
effective radial extent of the cloud, ji is the emissivity (caused by
collisional excitation), ne is the electron density, q^ is the rate of
collisional excitation (cf. Osterbrock and Wallace 1978), hv^ is the
energy of the transition,

and

are the statistical weights of the

lower and upper levels,

*s t^e effective rate of spontaneous

emission, T is the electron temperature-, and k is the Boltzmann
constant. In particular, the variable p is the escape probability of
a line photon and when p becomes small, e.g.,

p < 10 — "f*17 e~hv±/kT
U2

(20)

21

(i.e. when the optical depth in the line is large), collisional deexcitation can occur.

As noted previously, this effect is not very

important for C IV X1549 (reducing the emission by - 10 percent at any
one point in the cloud), but it is important for Mg II X2798. Far more
important for Mg II X2798, however, is the destruction of Mg II X2798
photons by Balmer continuum absorption. The total Baimer continuum
optical depth is

- 0.86 and due to the effect of repeated scatterings,

caused by large Mg II X2798 line center optical depths (T^ ^ = 10^),
only an average of exp(-5Tg(v)0*75) a g percent of the Mg II X2798
emission escapes the cloud (cf. Bonilha et al. 1979 and Hummer and
Kunasz 1980). We report the deduced column densities and line center
optical depths in Table 14. The Mg II to C IV column density ratio is
found to be - 5. We point out that the column densities
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Table 14. Column Densities in Emitting and Absorbing Clouds

Model of Kwan
Simplified Model
and Krolik (1981)
(Emission)
(Emission)1
CASE
CASE

Parameter

Fit to
Observations
(Absorption)

Nc iv (cm ^

4 (1017)

3(1017)

3(1017)

>

4.1(1015)

N„ tt (cm-2)
Mg II

2 (1018)

8(1017)

8(1017)

, <

1.1(1014)

3 (104)

2.4(104)

5.0(102)

2 (106)

7.4(105)

7.4(103)

T1548

t2795

( Vc

iv (kn

(vD>Mg

S_1)

II(km

S_1>

"«g Il'\ XV

> 0.5

—

5.2

5.2

250

250-700

2.2

2.5

250

250-700

5

3

3

<

2.7(10-2)

1 The model of Kwan and Krolik (1981) is described in the text.
2

VD

^VD^ thermal

3

VD = (V turbulent
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[Nng

- 2(10-*-®) cm-2, Nq jV - 4(10^) cm-2] and line center optical

depths rTx2795 * 2(lo6)» XA1548 "

are so

large in part because

the clouds have been taken to be only thermally broadened [i.e.
(vD)Mg

n

s 2.2 km s-1,(vD)c

IV

- 5.2 km s"1]. Emitting clouds having

large turbulent velocities, vD, would have reduced line center optical
depths since

T

line

=

vD mec

Nf\ .

(21)

This, in turn, would eliminate the reduction in emission due to
collisional de-excitation, as well as limit the destruction of
Mg II X2798 by Balmer continuum absorption. The net result would be
lower column densities (especially for Mg II) for the same amount of
emission. However, adopting a large Doppler parameter would, in
general, reduce the radiative transfer effects (which give the proper
hydrogen line intensities) sought after by Kwan and Krolik (1981).
In order to gauge the effects of a large Doppler parameter, the
column densities for a second, simplified model for the emitting clouds
have been deduced. We assume that all of the C IV X1549 emission is
produced in a region with T ~ 20,000°K and ng ~ 4(10^) cm-3 and that
all of the Mg II X2798 emission is produced in a region with
T ~ l(i,000°K and n£ - 4(108) cm-3. This is somewhat of a compromise
between models by MacAlpine (1972), Davidson (1972) end Kwan and
Krolik (1981). We ignore any collisional de-excita.tion and loss of
Mg II X2798 emission caused by Balmer continuum absorption.

The Doppler
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parameter is taken to be both the thermal value and 250 km s~l
(designated case A and case B, respectively, in Table 14). As before,
we adopt the flux ratio of C IV X1549 to Mg II X2798 to be ~ 3.7; we
also assume that the flux emitted by a column through the emitting
cloud (ergs s~l cm-^) is the same as that emitted by the clouds of
Kwan and Krolik. The results are reported in Table 14 along with the
results for the Kwan and Krolik clouds.
The main point of this simplified calculation for optically
thick emission line clouds is to stress that the line center optical
depths will be large for reasonable values of vD. (Even vD - 250 km s~^
may be unrealistic.) Furthermore, the column densities must always be
close to the values quoted in Table 14. This is because the size of
the ionized region is roughly given by balancing ionizations with the
effective number of recombinations:
0

"A * 4"t2

II

<22>

vo

where Lv = Ly

(2L-)~ a is the QSO's luminosity (V q corresponding to the

Lyman edge), r is the distance between the continuum source and the
emitting cloud, Aru __ is the effective extent of the ionized region
II 11

(with Ar^j jj/r

<<:

1)» and & is the effective rate of recombination to

the excited states.

This yields,
1.4 Lu
ArH

II ^ ~2
" 2
nz 347rrz ha
e

(23)

Ill
Lvn
or, since the photoionization parameter (5 - —)is presumably
n r2
8
fixed by the observations,
Ar
H 11

«—
.
ne 84, ha

(24)

Thus, the column density of C IV (for example) must be,

NC

IV

C ArH

II nC IV

*25)

^i£_
p 4^ ha ne

where n.c

IV

= (nc

(nc/nR)(ne/l.4).
lv/nc)

N

c rtr
L 1V

e

—=
3 4irha

(26)

Therefore,

^
nH

*C

« 1018

for typical values [e.g. log 5 = -16.4, a = 2, (nc

IV/nc)

(27)

= 0.3 and

(nc/nH) = 3.3X10~4].

(ii) Column Densities of Absorbing Clouds
We have used W1303+308 observations to put an upper limit on
the Mg II to C IV column density ratio in the broad absorption line
clouds (see the discussion in section 3b

which notes the limitations

of our technique). This was accomplished by fitting a theoretical
profile of clouds having turbulent velocities of v^ = 250 to 700 km s-^"
to the observed C IV broad absorption line profile of features r
through o (Figure 11). Note that these values for vD are likely to be
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conceptually meaningless in the classical sense (section 3a). The sky
and tube noise were estimated and removed from the C IV region before
the fit was made by utilizing a low resolution Reticon scan with the
Steward Observatory 2.3 m telescope (not shown). Since the observed
absorption lines are somewhat saturated, the resultant theoretical
profile produces a lower limit on the C IV column density responsible
for features r through o. This is because we did not increase the C IV
column density past the point of obtaining a reasonable fit. That is,
the C IV column density could have been higher without destroying the
fit.

An upper limit to the Mg II column density was found using the

same technique and requiring the theoretical profile to be consistent
with the signal-to-noise (Figure 13). The number of velocity broadened
absorbing clouds, v^ and

jI^NC

JV were

kept constant.

Unfortunately,

the presence of the atmospheric A band near Mg II prohibited us from
using the lower velocity portions of the absorption in the analysis.
The theoretical profiles were degraded to the instrumental resolution
for both C IV and Mg II.

This degradation had little effect on the

resultant C IV profile since the resolution was - 140 km s~^ in the
cloud rest frame. The effect was more pronounced for Mg II, where the
resolution was ~ 400 km s~^ in the cloud rest frame. We stress that
this procedure truly produces a lower limit on the ratio of C IV to
Mg II column densities since, in principle, the C IV column density
could be larger due to saturation and the Mg II column density could be
considerably smaller. The final fits used in the determinations of
column densities are shown in Figure 39. The deduced properties of the
W1303+308 broad absorbing clouds are included in Table 14.
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(ill) Deductions
> 100
As can be seen from Table 14, (N„„
t„)
Mg TT
ij./N^
L XV em ~

x

^NMg II^NC IV abs^' T^1^s disagreement between the ratio of Mg II to
C IV column density in the emitting clouds versus the absorbing clouds
requires us to conclude that the broad absorption lines could not be
due to the types of clouds generally adopted to produce a QSO's
entire broad emission line spectrum. In addition to the lack of Mg II
broad absorption lines in Q1303+308, this result is supported by
several other observations. First, PHL5200 [see Junkkarinen (1980)
for the spectrum] also lacks Mg II absorption. A similar analysis
shows that the same degree of disagreement exists in that case.
Second, MCS141 (see Figure 6) lacks a Lyman edge corresponding to
trough A.

If optically thick emission line clouds with highly ionized

front surfaces obscured the entire continuum source, thereby causing
deep broad absorption lines, we would expect to see absorption at the
Lyman edge of an absorption trough.
predict

~

t0

^-O^.

For example, Kwan and Krolik (1981)

Third, it is generally true that the

strength of La broad absorption is weak, almost never rivaling
C IV A1549 broad absorption, and it is sometimes weaker than Si IV A1397.
However, the models of Kwan and Krolik (1981) and others predict sub
stantial La optical depths. See Q1246-057 (Boksenberg et al. 1978) and
MCS232, MCS275, MCS141, Q1309-056 [section 2b(i)] for examples of the
weakness of La broad absorption relative to C IV A1549 broad absorption.
Lastly, we note that some of the observed C IV doublets in the broad
absorption troughs are not saturated, having T^ne 5 2 (e.g. Q1303+308
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and Q1309-056, section 2b). From equation 21 we find that this is not
in accord with the optically thick clouds normally proposed for the
emission line region (see Table 14).
Having pointed out the above differences, we must add to our
discussion concerning the similarity of the "covering factor" for the
emission line region and the BAL region. If the individual emission
line clouds really were optically thick and characterized by a
small Doppler parameter [v^ ~

thermal^'

We wou^ not

necessarily

expect broad absorption lines to be observed. For example, if an
individual emission line cloud occulted the entire central continuum
source, we would expect a narrow absorption line at zabs less than zem
(for an outflow model) to be observed.

Only a single absorption line

would be expected since clouds further from the QSO would be shielded
from ionizing photons by continuous absorption in the Lyman continuum
(caused by the cloud nearest to the QSO along the line-of-sight). The
line would be so narrow that it would be filled-in even at moderately
high resolution.

If many individual emission line clouds covered

approximately 3 to 10 percent of the continuum source, there could be
numerous narrow absorption lines overlapping in velocity space, perhaps
giving the appearance of broad absorption. However, a doublet
(e.g. C IV) would be saturated and the absorption would not be deep due
to insufficient source coverage (i.e. 3 to 10 percent).

Only if there

were preferential large-scale clumping, so that at times many individual
emission line clouds covered approximately 100 percent of the source,
would we actually expect deep, broad absorption lines from emission
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line clouds. However, the broad absorption line doublets (e.g. C IV)
would always be saturated according to equations 21 and 27
[i.e. vD - (vD)thermal].

4b. Photoionization in BAL Clouds
Since the photon density in the vicinity of a QSO is large, gas
associated with a QSO has often been assumed to be photoionized.

As

noted in section 4a, many aspects of photoionization models for the
emission line region are successful. However, this success may, in
part, be due to the large range of free parameters that exist. In
addition to the problems of specifying abundances and the correct form
of the ionizing continuum, cloud geometry is often adjusted (e.g.
Netzer and Davidson 1979 and Kwan and Krolik 1981; see also section 4a)
and multiple components are sometimes included (i.e. a range of ioniza
tion parameters for an ensemble of clouds; c.f. Netzer 1976 and
Davidson 1977). It is conceivable that calculated emission line fluxes
could be made to "agree" with observed spectra, even though the model or
model parameters are incorrect. In effect, the problem is largely
indeterminant since we lack direct knowledge of many parameters.
With absorbing regions, the situation is somewhat different.
Absorption lines of some species (e.g. La) can help us decide if we are
in the optically thick or optically thin regime. When high resolution
data is available, it is, in principle, possible to deduce line-of-sight
column densities for a range of ions, providing the components forming
the absorption profile are well understood (sections 3a and 3b).
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If the column densities in a single cloud can be deduced, we can be
confident that a single photoionization parameter is sufficient for
calculating a model.
Unfortunately, the absorption profiles in BAL QSOs are complex.
However, the column densities have been constrained accurately enough
(section 3b) so as to be certain that the typical BAL cloud is optically
thin in the hydrogen Lyman continuum (i.e. *912 X

=

^HI

o

9I2

£< °.D.

Therefore, we can use the constrained column densities to test photo
ionization models in a straightforward manner. Note that regardless of
whether or not we find photoionization from the central source to be a
viable mechanism for heating the clouds, considering photoionization
does permit some kind of an upper limit to be placed on L

/n„r2.
E
0
Otherwise, the photon density would be so high compared to the particle
V

density that the ions producing the observed absorption lines would be
destroyed.
First, we briefly describe the use of our photoionization model,
details of which are given in Turnshek et al. (1979). In a photo
ionization model, the level of ionization is determined by: (1) the
energy distribution of the ionizing photons, assumed here to le of the
form Lv ~ v-a with a constant [note that Lv may be more complicated
O
than this], (2) the photoionization parameter, £ = L /ner , and
o
(3) the abundances.
Throughout the discussion solar abundances are assumed (i.e.
He/H = 0.1, C/H = 3.7xl0-4, N/H = 1.2xl0-4, 0/H = 6.8xl0-4 and
Si/H = 3.1xl0~5). If column densities, N^, have been determined for n
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ions in an absorbing cloud, then £ = ^(a.N^,^,•..NR) where
a = a(N1,N2,••.Nn), so that

•.Nn). That is, the observed

column densities can be used to determine both a and £. This is because
the ionization potentials for the ions in question

normally span a

range of energies. However, due to the uncertainties in determinations
of N^, it would always be preferable to observe a (although normally we
can't since the Lyman continuum is in the UV even for high redshift
QSOs) and then determine £ via the relation £ = £(a,N^,N2»...Nn).
Actually, when a and any two column densities are specified, the problem
is soluble.

Note that for a given column density ratio, we may find

that a solution for £ does not exist.

Also, we may find that two

solutions for £ exist. For example, one solution could be at a low
value of £, where the majority of ions are in relatively low stages of
ionization, and the other solution could be at a high value of £, where
the majority of ions are in relatively high stages of ionization. In
practice, it is best to compute R(£,a) where R =
a

with i ^ j for

range of £ and a and then make comparisons with the observations.

This is the procedure adopted here.
In the case of BAL QSOs, we have knowledge of the H°, Si+^,
C+^,

and (sometimes) 0+^ ionic species. Therefore, the problem is

over specified. We proceed by calculating the expected column density
ratios for the plausible range of ionization parameters.

For convenience,

this is done for the ten observable ratios (only four of which are
independent) with a = 1, 2, 3 and 4.

This range in a encompasses the

plausible range. The results are illustrated in Figures 40 and 41.

The

observed range of column density ratios (taken from Table 13) are also
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shown.

It is clear that photoionization is not a viable heating

mechanism for the conditions we have investigated, i.e., a simple power
law ionizing continuum and solar abundances. Only if a single value
of a and a single value (or small range) of £ explained all of the
observed ratios could we have concluded that photoionization works.
The most noteworthy ratios are H I to C IV, H I to Si IV and Si IV to
C IV (only two of these ratios are independent). The first two observed
ratios can be explained only if the ionizing continuum is steep and
log 5 > -15.5; for the case of a steep ionizing continuum, the latter
ratio can be explained only if log ? < -15.0. Furthermore, in the past
it has been popular to adopt a < 2. Zamorani et al. (1980) report that
both Q1309-056 and MCS275 have optical to X-ray slopes of ~ 1.5
(although this is an interpolation and does not guarantee the existence
of ionizing photons). Therefore, the ionization in the BAL clouds is
probably not dominated by photoionization from the central source.
If we adopt a - 2, we can use the observed Si IV to C IV ratio
to place an upper limit on 5.

If

log 5 = log

< -17.2

(28)

n
e
then photoionization will likely make the Si IV to C IV ratio smaller
than is observed (see the discussion in chapter 5). This is a lower
limit on ngr^. It not only provides a minimum value for the electron
density at some assumed distance for the BAL clouds (section 4f), but
it also is an important parameter for estimating the expected amount of
thermal line emission from the BAL clouds (section 4e).
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4c. The "Covering Factor"
The covering factor, qc, Is the fraction of the sky spatially
covered by BAL clouds as seen by an observer on the central source QSO.
In this section we discuss the constraints on this parameter and the
implications of the constraints.
First, assume that all QSOs having BAL clouds associated with
them have identical covering factors. Note that the BAL clouds are not
necessarily seen via their absorption signatures. If qc is unity, then
there is a unique class of QSOs that have BAL clouds associated with
them.

The fraction of QSOs in this class would simply be the percentage

of QSOs observed to have BALs. At the other extreme, if qc is identical
to the percentage of QSOs observed to have BALs, then all QSOs have BAL
clouds associated with them.

Now define the following: let P be the

percentage of QSOs observed to have BALs and let f be the fraction of
QSOs that have BAL clouds associated with them.

Therefore, since qc

is assumed not to encompass a range of values, we necessarily have,

qcf = P

(29)

where the limits on qc and f are
P < qc <

1

(30)

and
P < f < 1.
The parameter P is observed in principle.

(31)
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We can refine this discussion a bit more by supposing that all
QSOs with BAL clouds associated with them not only have identical values
of qc, but, in addition, that the ensemble average of BAL clouds (in
physical properties, including velocity space) is similar from object
to object.

Differences in BAL profiles from object to object would have

to be due to the line-of-sight orientation.

We can then place an upper

limit on qc by considering the absorption-emission (P Cygni like)
profile that would necessarily result from resonance line scatterings
in the expanding envelope of BAL clouds.

By considering individual

objects, we find that if qc is too large, there is either too much
scattered emission to the red of the observed C IV emission line or too
much scattered emission filling-in the low velocity side of the C IV
absorption trough.

If we define S as the maximum possible covering

factor without having the scattered emission exceed the observed
emission, then equations 30 and 31 become

P < qc < S

(32)

- < f < 1.
S _ ~

(33)

and

It would be naive to suppose that these limits can be applied
to all QSOs that have BAL clouds associated with them.

Despite being

able to conclude (in a few objects) that qc £ 3, the limit may not
generally hold.

We can only hope that the range in qc from object to

object is small enough that the numbers presented below are instructive.
Indeed, it may be that the covering factor is correlated with luminosity
(section 4e).
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In section 2b we noted that P was thought to lie in the range
of 1 to 20 percent, with 3 to 10 percent being likely.
adopt P

0.03.

Therefore, we

By considering the profile due to resonance line

scattering, which is considered in detail in section 4d, we can show
that S £ 0.20 for the cases of MCS275 and Q0932+501 (see also Lucy 1971
and Junkkarinen 1980). The actual determination of S is made in
section 4d(iii). Therefore, we have
qcf = P > 0.03

(34)

where the limits on qc and f are
0.03 < P < qc < 0.20

(35)

0.15 < I < f < 1.
S~ _

(36)

and

To summarize, for the case where all BAI QSOs are more or less similar
(i.e. have approximately the same covering factor and ensemble average
of properties), we find that the covering factor is between 3 and
20 percent, suggesting that the class of QSOs that have BAL clouds
associated with them comprises possibly all, but not less than
15 percent, of the entire class of QSOs, respectively.
Obviously, the value of qc is also important for determining
the amount of emission from the BAL clouds.

We have made arguments

that place qc in the range of 0.03 to 0.20.

This should be kept in

mind when we make additional arguments that depend on this parameter.
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For example, we may find that if qc is small, - 0.03, the emission from
BAL clouds only perturbs the profile from the "normal" emission line
region; whereas if qc is - 0.20, the emission from the BAL clouds may
be responsible for a second, high-ionization, component to the emission
line region.

4d.

Emission From Scattering

There has been a considerable amount of work on the application
of resonance line scattering models to BAL QSOs, particularly PHL5200.
Scargle et al. (1970) were the first to present a model that attempted
to explain the BALs.

They suggest that the BALs in PHL5200 and RS23

are formed by resonance line scattering of continuum photons in an
outward accelerating envelope surrounding the central source QSO.

In

addition, they suggest that the redistributed photons produce the
observed emission lines. In some ways, the mechanism is analogous to
the one operating in novae, supernovae, Wolf Rayet Stars, P Cygni stars
and early-type supergiants, all of which have expanding envelopes.
There is no doubt that resonance line scattering of continuum
photons is occurring.

Collisional suppression of the scattered

component is unlikely because it would require unexpectedly high
> 10^5 cm-3). The important
^21
question to settle is: what fraction of the observed emission is due

densities and/or optical depths (n t >
6

to the redistributed photons?

The answer ultimately depends on the

physical properties, spatial and velocity distribution of the BAL
clouds, and especially the covering factor. In (i) we give a brief
critical review of previous work on scattering models as applied to
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BAL QSOs.

The review is meant to clarify the potential problems with

past work, and ultimately point out that a revision of absorptionemission models is necessary if scattering is found to be an important
contributor to the observed emission. In (ii) we use the properties
deduced in chapter 3 to discuss simple estimates of the amount of
emission due to scattering.

Since we find scattering may be important,

in (iii) we present the results of an unsophisticated numerical calcu
lation for scattering, discussing expected scattered emission profiles
and polarization properties for various geometries.
(i) Review of Past Work and Criticism
A major problem with the work of Scargle et al. (1970), first
pointed out by Lucy (1971), was that their scattering model failed to
reproduce the deep C IV X1549 absorption trough in PHL5200. Lucy points
out that the continuous, spherically symmetric accelerating envelope
(with large covering factor), which was adopted by Scargle et al., tends
to "fill-in" the low velocity portions of the absorption trough with
scattered radiation.

For example, see figure 8 of Lucy (1971). Lucy

concludes that the absorption-emission profile is more consistent with
the case of pure extinction by the absorbing clouds and that a separate
(inner) emission line region is necessary.

He speculates that the

observed absorption-emission (P Cygni like) profile is actually due to
a "jet" of material directed towards the observer.
Several points should be made concerning the scattering models
used by Scargle et al., Lucy and many others. These models assume that
the envelope is continuous, having physical properties that vary smoothly

and an outflow velocity that depends on radius. In particular, when
the flow is supersonic with V^p/Vp^CM

<<

vD^v <<

^» t^ie

Sobolev approximation is made (Sobolev 1960). For an accelerating
envelope, the transfer equation is solved by utilizing the fact that
radiative transfer effects in the envelope are local and depend on
velocity gradients (and therefore, only the local escape probability
must be known). That is, radiation emitted in one region is not
scattered by gas in other regions due to velocity gradients.

For these

approaches to be justified, the random velocities of the BAL material
must be small and a simple velocity gradient would have to exist.
Otherwise, various parts of the envelope might be coupled, posing a
difficult computational problem. To quantify the Sobolev approximation
consider a photon emitted by the QSO to the blue of line center
(frequency vQ), having a frequency v. The photon proceeds from the
central source through the envelope until it finally scatters (when it
is within the random velocity regime of the material).

Since dv/dr > 0

the localized region in the flow "sees" all other regions in the flow
receding, and therefore, the photons do not interact with the other
parts of the envelope once they scatter out of their initial location.
To solve the transfer equation (for a continuous envelope) the local
escape probability must be specified (e.g. see equations 37 through 44)
If the envelope is decelerating outward, i.e., dv/dr < 0, it must, in
general, be assumed that interaction can occur in a second localized
region once the photon escapes the region where it first scattered.
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In addition to providing a way to deal with the transfer
equation, the Sobolev approximation causes an effect which should be
noted. When the envelope has, a large optical depth, one might expect
that most of the photons exit the localized region by backscattering,
as is the case when photons are incident on the face of an optically
thick slab. However, this is not the case for the assumptions usually
made (i.e. a continuous flow and that coherence in the fluid frame or
that complete redistribution in the fluid frame applies to the scattering
process). After a photon is first scattered, there is a localized
region it must scatter out of which, in general, can be optically thick
in all directions. This can be seen by noting that if the range of
random velocities in the rest frame of the flow are of order VDOp, then
a photon emitted in the direction of the flow (radial) scatters off ions
that are within the radial distance

dR K VD

dz!"1
drl

where r is the radial distance and v is the flow velocity.

(37)

This is

simply saying that the flow velocity changes an amount vD over a radial
distance d^, and therefore, ions that are not within the radial distance
dR are receding (or approaching) too fast to scatter a photon.

The

interaction distance in any direction is,

d

„

dR

g(u»C)

(38)
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where
g(p,S) = |C + p2d-c)
|

(39)

with
v I dv -1
r dr

(40)

(cf. Beals 1942 and Caroff, Noerdlinger and Scargle 1972). Here
p=cos0, where 0 is the angle between the direction of photon emission
and the radial direction. The term £ is a parameter which describes the
outflow,

where

Vq

is a constant.

If C>o, the outflow is accelerating, whereas

if 5<o, the outflow is decelerating.

Note that equation 41 follows from

equation 40 if C is constant, but that C
point in the flow, even if ? varies.

can be introduced at any

The optical depth for the photon

in the localized region is,

= le2

f

Mr)d

(42)

where
dR vo

c

dv
dr

(43)
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Substitution yields,

_
T

ue^f tij(r)
m v0g(y,C)
e

dv -X
dr

(44)

Here, n^(r) is the ionic density at r. The other terms have their
usual meaning. This is an expression for the local escape probability
and can be used to calculate a profile. The fact that the optical depth
can be large in all directions after the photon enters the local region
is primarily due to the velocity gradient, the condition v^/v « 1, and
the presence of a smooth envelope (i.e. physical properties such as
density and flow velocity not varying abruptly in any region). Since
g(u,£) is symmetric in V, we see that when the photon first enters the
scattering region, the optical depth it "sees" in the backward radial
direction is the same as in the forward radial direction. This results
in a spatially symmetric local distribution profile for scattering for
either an isotropic or a dipole phase function. Large-scale velocity
and spatial symmetry then results in an observed global red/blue
symmetry in frequency.

Caroff et al. (1972) point out that the

spatially symmetric redistribution profile is due to the assumption
of either:

complete redistribution in the fluid frame (i.e. no correla

tion between v before scattering and v after scattering exists due to
redistribution over the absorption profile) or coherent scattering in
the fluid frame (i.e. v before scattering is identical to v after
scattering). See Castor (1970) and Lucy (1971) for these two treatments,
respectively. Caroff et al. (1972) present the correct treatment:
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coherent scattering in the frame of the atom. Unlike the other two
treatments, assuming coherence in the frame of the atom takes into
account the effect of random velocity in the fluid frame.

Using Monte

Carlo calculations, Caroff et al. find that the global redistribution
profile in frequency for the scattered radiation can be skewed to the
red.

Unless

T

« 1, a photon approaching the appropriate localized

region in an accelerating envelope is first likely to scatter while it
is still blueward of the line center.

This is because it initially

encounters opacity from ions having random motions directed away from
the central object in the fluid frame.

The photons that scatter back

toward the object are then shifted to the red of line center and find
escape easy, whereas those that scatter away from the object are not
shifted in frequency and find escape difficult. Thus, there can be a
spatially asymmetric local redistribution profile for the scattered
radiation. This, in turn, causes a global asymmetric

redistribution

profile. There is an increasingly red (global) skew until t is increased
to ~ 5, after which point the correlation between frequency and direction
decays, producing no additional skewing. The maximum asymmetry in
frequency in the scattered profile occurs for the case of linear
expansion (P=l). For this case, Caroff et al. find that, in terms of
local spatial scattering, - 25% more photons are scattered in the v=-l
direction (backscattered) and that - 25% less photons are scattered in
the y=+l direction (forwardscattered), as compared to isotropic
scattering when T * 5.'
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One of the points of the preceding discussion is to emphasize
that, even if the Sobolev approximation is applicable, large covering
factors are not easily ruled out simply on the basis of how "filled in"
the absorption trough is. However, it is important to recognize that
the skew effect we have noted is the most important when the expansion
is linear, and this case may not apply.

The primary result of not

assuming coherence in the frame of the atom is to neglect possible
skewing. The other assumptions, such as the degree to which the
envelope is accelerating or decelerating, has a much more pronounced
effect on the scattered profile. See Nordlinger and Scargle (1972) and
Caroff et al. (1972) for computations of redistribution profiles
in accelerating envelopes. [The redistribution profiles in decelerating
envelopes are much more complicated (cf. Kuan and Kuhi 1975).] We note
some properties of these characteristic cases.

In an accelerating

envelope: if ?>1, radiation is more likely to escape parallel to the
flow erection (equation 44); if C=1 (linear expansion), radiation has
the same probability of escape in any direction; if 0<?<1, radiation is
more likely to escape

perpendicular to the flow direction. In a

decelerating envelope t;<0 and there are directions in which the escape
probability is zero. This happens

when g(u,£)=0

(equation 39).

In

particular, if ?«0, then escape perpendicular to the flow is
preferential arid an absorption trough is less filled in.
Keeping these points in mind, we now briefly review other inves
tigations utilizing the Sobolev approximation. They all assume either
coherence or complete redistribution in the fluid frame. Grachev and
Grinin (1975) first pointed out that the problem of filling in an
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absorption trough can be eliminated if the envelope is decelerating.
Marti and Noerdlinger (1977) and Surdej and Swings (1981) agree [see
also Surdej (1979)]. For example, by adopting a velocity law with
C=-2, Marti and Noerdlinger (1977) and Surdej and Swings (1981) produced
P Cygni profiles with a deep, sharp low velocity edge. [Grachev and
Grinn (1975) adopt an analogous velocity law.] The velocity law with
z=-2 corresponds to gravitational deceleration.

Evidently, the

transition from absorption to emission is sharp because of an effect
mentioned previously. That is, in a decelerating envelope the radiative
transfer effects are not confined to a single localized region.
Material closer to the observer can occult scattering regions
which are further from the observer.

Using Grachev and Grinin (1975),

we have sketched what the surfaces of constant radial velocity (relative
to the observer) might look like (Figure 42). The scattered radiation
originating in regions marked with dashed lines is rescattered before
it reaches the observer.

The scattered radiation which does reach the

observer primarily originates in the regions denoted with solid lines.
Since the radiation field becomes increasingly diluted with increasing
distance from the source, with the proper velocity field it is easy to
suppress blue scattered radiation, as well as produce a strongly peaked
emission feature.
Finally, we note that Junkkarinen (1980) has taken the point of
view first expressed by Lucy (1971). Junkkarinen assumes that the
Sobolev approximation holds and computes the residual intensity at zero
velocity in an accelerating envelope as a function of covering factor.
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The possible extreme cases for the velocity field are used to explore
(a) optically thick flows that are spherically symmetric and
(b) optically thick flows that are directed toward the observer (i.e., a
"jet"). This exercise is done analytically by neglecting the presumed
inner emission line region. Providing the assumptions hold, the
observed residual intensity at zero velocity provides an upper limit on
the covering factor.

Junkkarinen (1980) also performs a numerical

computation which includes the effects of an arbitrary inner emission
line region. Although fits to observations are not made, it is quite
obvious that PHL5200 type objects could be modeled with accelerating
envelopes, providing that another source, in addition to scattering,
contributes to the emission and that the covering factor is less than
~20 percent.
We now offer criticism. Despite the success that the deceler
ating envelopes have in producing a deep, sharp transition from emission
to absorption, there are still basic problems with concluding that
scattering is the only source of emission. As we have pointed out in
chapters 2 and 3, BAL profiles come in many varieties.

The seemingly

smooth P Cygni like profile is probably not the most common.

It is not

straight-forward to fit the objects with detached troughs (Surdej and
Swings 1981), but it has been successfully attempted by invoking
occultation from the central source in a smooth spherically symmetric
flow with a unique velocity law (Drew and Gidding 1981). This approach
can also be used to explain why the broad absorption equivalent width
could exceed the emission equivalent width, even with a covering factor
of unity.

However, there are difficulties with these approaches.
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First, it seems obvious that the Sobolev approximation does not
rigorously apply, even if the covering factor is unity.

Specifically,

it seems unlikely that the local escape probability can be specified in
terms of a velocity gradient (equation 44). However, if a global
expression for v(r) can be given, radiative transfer effects might still
be local.

The view we adopted in section 3b (that seemingly continuous

troughs are due to numerous, discrete clouds which are closely spaced
in velocity) would lead to inapplicability of the Sobolev approximation.
In particular, W1303+308 shows no indication of an envelope with smooth,
continuous properties; even PHL5200 shows some signs of absorption
structure. We examine the consequences of scattering off discrete clouds
in part (iii), which we feel is more plausible in view of the observa
tions, and find that strong backscattering might occur. The lack of a
strong, high velocity red wing on the C IV X1549 emission line leads to
the upper limit on the covering factor adopted in section 4c.
Second, and perhaps the most noteworthy problem, concerns the
fact that so many unconstrained parameters can be introduced. The past
studies, all of which adopt the Sobolev approximation, had no detailed
model for the acceleration and thus treated the velocity law as a free
parameter. When the geometric distribution and covering factor of the
absorbing clouds are made free parameters (with or without additional
emission from an inner region) and an effect presumed to be due to
occultation is arbitrarily applied, it is hardly surprising that one
can claim that a substantial portion (or all) of the observed emission
could be due to scattered radiation. In this respect, it is perhaps
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noteworthy that in C IV A1549, for example, some BAL QSOs have large
absorption equivalent widths and yet still very weak emission lines
(e.g. Q0856+172, Q0903+176, Q0932+501, and Q1303+308). Since the BAL
equivalent width is more than twice as large as the emission equivalent
width, occultation effects cannot be the only explanation. Also, since
the ratio of the emission to absorption equivalent width varies from
object to object, it seems that the only way a substantial portion of
the observed emission (in every BAL QSO) could be due to scattered
radiation is if we were willing to believe that the covering factor can
vary significantly from object to object (see section 4c). It is
proactive to see if a model adopting a single-valued covering factor
can be made consistent with the majority of observations before we
resort to a model adopting a variable covering factor. We have taken
this point of view.

See section 4d(iii) for an estimate of the amount

of scattered emission that is present. Finally, since the currently
preferred view of the emission line region is the one outlined in
section 4a, an important implication of past work must be noted:

the

C III] A1909 and Mg II X2798 emission lines cannot be due to scattered
radiation since there is no corresponding absorption (section 4a).
Therefore, if the scattered radiation from the BAL clouds were a sub
stantial contributor to some of the emission lines, it would clearly be
necessary to adopt a two (or more) component model for the emission
line region. In particular, it would be necessary to subtract the
proper amount of scattered emission from the observed emission in order
to be quantitative with conventional models of the emission line region.
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(ii) Estimates of the Equivalent Width of Scattered Radiation
We estimate the equivalent width in the C IV X1549 emission
line due to scattered radiation by considering limits on the covering
factor (section 4c). For a given object, if all of the scattered
radiatioij escapes,

^scatt _ 1_
em
4ir

wabs(e»*)dn

*

(45)

4ir
We take this to be equivalent to the expression

wscatt = q

em

(46)

W

abs

where the limits on wscatc are given by
em

(qc)T W , < W-^t <
L abs
em

)
(q
1C u wabs

(47)

Here, Wa^g(0,(j)) is the observed absorption equivalent width of the BALs
in a particular QSO as seen from the (0,<J>) direction and W^att is the
scattered emission equivalent width (assumed to be isotropic).
that

Note

may not be isotropic if the BAL clouds are distributed in

an asymmetric manner (e.g. a disk or a "jet"),

are

upper and lower limits on the covering factor (from observations),
respectively, and Wa^g is taken to be the typical absorption equivalent
width in a BAL QSO (also observed). Taking (qc)u = 0.20 and (qc)L
0.03 [sections 4c and 4d(iii)] and putting W , = 40& (Table 13),
abs

=
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we find

1.2 X $ wSCatt < 8 &
em
in the QSO's rest frame.

(48)

An interesting addition to this discussion is

to note that,
=

W em\
wabs

0.16:

(49a)

J Q0856+172

W em\
Wabs/

em
Wabs

Q0903+176 ~

\i

0,15:

= 0.25

(49c)

* 0.26:

(49d)

/ Q0932+501

W em\

^abs/Q1303+308
This result was mentioned in part (i) and implies that ^ ~ 0.2
providing that Wa^s (0,<|>), which is observed, is approximately the same
as Wabs. We regard this as a consistent check on our deductions.
(iii) The Scattered Emission Profile and Polarization
From the simple estimates in (ii) we have seen that the
scattered emission component might make an important contribution to
the total observed emission. We have speculated that the scattered
emission component might be particularly important in several BAL
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objects which have

- 4Wem (i.e. Q0856+172, Q0903+173, Q0932+501,

and Q1303+308). This is because the total observed emission is not
much larger than the expected scattered emission component. Note that
the C IV to C III] emission equivalent width ratio in BAL QSOs seems
to be smaller than the C IV to C III] emission equivalent width ratio
in non-BAL QSOs [section 2c(ii)].

In this section we discuss the

expected profile and polarization of the scattered radiation as a
function of BAL cloud distribution, cloud geometry and covering factor.
We assume that the slit of a spectrograph studying this includes the
entire region of interest. Eventually, the equation of transfer is
numerically solved, but first we discuss the basic problem that must be
dealt with.
As pointed out in (i), the Sobolev approximation cannot be
obviously applied to the outflows in all BAL QSOs. It may be that
continuous flows do not exist in any object, but we cannot be sure of
this.

Specifying the characteristics of the flow with certainty is a

necessary prerequisite to accurately determining the properties of the
scattered radiation.

Since these specifications cannot be reliably

made, we admit here that any model for scattering considered is prone
to criticism.

However, one characteristic that our calculations

incorporate, which past calculations neglect, is that the outflow
can be non-continuous (i.e. the Sobolev approximation cannot be made).
This leads to an important effect: radiation incident on a BAL cloud
(which is not differentially expanding) might be backscattered to an
extreme degree.

Of course, the size and geometry of the individual

BAL clouds and their distribution in space and velocity must be known
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in order to determine the global degree of backscattering.
two useful cases.

We consider

We know that the total line-of-sight optical depth

at a given frequency, Tv, can be at least as great as 3 (i.e. the
central intensity in some absorption troughs has definitely been
observed to be less than 5 percent of the continuum).

Therefore, in

the first case we assume that continuum radiation is scattering off
infinite slabs of finite' optical depth (continuum radiation being
incident normal to the face of the slab); the incident radiation will
be severely backscattered. In the second case we assume that individual
BAL clouds are of low optical depth, but that many are superimposed
along the line of sight to give Tv large; it is conceivable that a
typical photon will scatter only once (negligible backscatter).
Consider one example for which this latter case holds.

If many

individually optically thin clouds at v=v0 were found over a radial
length, L, at a distance, r, from the central source, the photons would
typically scatter only once if L » vDr/vQ where vQ is the appropriate
Doppler parameter for the individual clouds. This is a specification
of the local distribution of clouds in velocity space. In this latter
case an approximation would be to assume that incoming photons scatter
isotropically in the cloud frame. For each of these two cases, we
explore the shape of the scattered emission profile as a function of
the large-scale distribution of BAL clouds.
We consider three simple possibilities for the global
distribution: (1) The outflowing BAL clouds are distributed in a
spherical manner with the continuum source at the center. For finite

optical depths (slab shaped clouds), the integrated scattered emission
profile is skewed to the red. In the limit where each photon undergoes
a single scattering, the integrated scattered emission profile is
symmetric. Due to the spherical distribution of the clouds, the profile
is independent of direction. (2) The outflowing BAL clouds are
distributed in a disk like manner with the continuum source at the
center. For finite optical depths (slab shaped clouds), the integrated
scattered emission profile is again skewed to the red. . However, due to
the disk like distribution of the slabs, the equivalent width of the
scattered emission is maximum when the line-of-sight passes through the
disk. If each scattered photon undergoes only a single scattering, the
integrated scattered emission profile is symmetric. In both cases,
when the line-of-sight passes near the disk, the emission profile is
broad, becoming narrower as the viewing angle approaches the pole.
(3) The outflowing BAL clouds are distributed in a cone (jet) with the
continuum source at the apex.

For finite optical depths (slab shaped

clouds) and a small covering factor, the scattered emission is significant
when the cone is directed away from the observer (i.e„ not a BAL QSO).
In this case the integrated scattered emission is redshifted in the
QSO's rest frame.

If each scattered photon typically undergoes only a

single scattering, BAL QSOs have blueshifted scattered radiation
(filling-in the bottom of the absorption trough with radiation) and
non-BAL QSOs have blueshifted or redshifted scattered radiation,
depending on the viewing angle.
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By numerically solving the transfer equation, we have determined
the profile of the scattered radiation for the case of finite optical
depths (slab shaped clouds) and the case where each scattered photon
typically scatters once (optically thin) in the first two of the three
possibilities for the large-scale distribution. The possibility of a
cone distribution is somewhat less interesting and we address this
point after the results for the first two possibilities are presented.
The following initial assumptions are made in our calculations:
(1) The ensemble of BAL clouds is outward accelerating or the distribu
tion of the clouds in space is such that the scattering occurs in a
single region [i.e. scattered photons do not interact with other
regions as would be the case for continuous, decelerated flows with a
large covering factor (part i)]. (2) Pure coherent resonance line
scattering is occurring in the BAL clouds and there is no thermal line
emission. [We consider emission from collisional excitation in
section 4e.] (3) Since v is generally less than 20,000 km s-l, we
neglect the aberration of photons and consider only the effects due to
Dopp?er shifts. (4) The continuum arises from a central point source,
having Iy = I0, and there is no contribution to Iy from a central
emission region. (5) The optical depth is low enough that scattering
in the natural (damping) wings of a line is unimportant. (6) The
velocities of the BAL clouds are always directed radially outward.
(7) The continuum radiation and outflow velocities are time independent.
We consider the assumption of coherent scattering, for determining the
profiles, satisfactory. The correct treatment, coherence in the frame
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of the atom, would produce unimportant differences in the computed line
profiles [see Caroff et al. (1972) and the discussion in part i],
especially in view of the uncertainties involved in specifying the size
and geometry of the individual BAL clouds.
The transfer equation in the QSO's rest frame (with the QSO at
the origin) for a plane parallel geometry is:

" -Xv

+ Sv

<50>

°V
where ii=cos0 is the cosine of the angle between the normal to the
surface and the direction of a particular ray; Iv = Iv(p) and Tv=Tv(y)
are the monochromatic intensity and optical depth at V in the direction
0=cos-l(p); and Sv is the source function. For the case of pure
coherent scattering, SV=JV, where Jv is the mean intensity of the
radiation field. We consider the plane parallel material to be
illuminated by the central point source on the face where the optical
depth, ty, is defined to be Tv=Tv. The well-known expression for the
observed radiation is
l

ly(0,p) =

In6(ii-l)e"Tv/l1

+

Jv(Tv)e"Tv/U £Llf p<0

(51a)

'o
J (t )e"(Tv"Tv)/p
v

'T

v

, p<0
V

(52b)
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The situation is illustrated in Figure 43. Here, the intensity incident
at

is I06(p-1). The first term on the right-hand side of

equation 51a represents the attenuated incident radiation emerging out
of the other side of the cloud, normal to the BAL cloud. We are not
interested in this component, but rather are interested in the scattered
radiation emerging from the BAL cloud in some arbitrary direction.
Therefore, we define the scattered radiation in the cloud rest frame
to be,
Tv

I

Jv(xv)e

I>) -

V

—— , (forwardscattered; p>0)xxxx (52a)

_(T _X )/
J(r)e
vvU

=

V

V

^ (backscattered; y<0). (52b)
y

Tv
In order to calculate the observed scattered emission component,
we must determine the frequency distribution of photons scattered
toward an observer located at altitude angle 0=0O and azimuth angle
<fi=0° in some spherical coordinate system. The BAL clouds are taken to
be present for the appropriate specified range of the altitude and
azimuth angles depending on the particular large-scale distribution for
the BAL clouds we are interested in. If a BAL cloud is located in the
©,4> direction and it has an outflow velocity defined to be always
positive, then it can be shown that,
cos a = i [sec^0Q + sec^0 - 2(l-cos<j>)-(tan0o-tan0)^]cos0ocos0

(53)
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where the parameter a is defined to be the angle between the observer
and the cloud's direction of motion. This geometry is illustrated in
Figure 44. Since the incident radiation is perpendicular to the
cloud's orientation, the parameter n in equation 52 can be identified
with cosa (p=cosa). That is, for a BAL cloud in the 0,ij) direction,
the radiation scattered in the direction 0=0O,cf)=0° is I®(cosa). We
note that since the cloud is outflowing, it will scatter photons
originating from the central source which have frequency,
V=V q(1+B)

(54)

where 3 = — is the velocity of the cloud and \> is the resonant
c
°
frequency.

After scattering out of the cloud, the photon is observed to

have frequency,
vobs = v'

= vo(l+£cosct).

(55)

To compute the scattered emission profile numerically, we proceed as
follows. First, we select the observed frequency interval of interest,
e.g., v; to Vg where (v^-v^) is small.

We then determine the value

of cosa from equation 53, appropriate for a BAL cloud located at ©,<f>
that scatters radiation toward 9=0O, <J>=0°. For the given frequency
i
i
interval, vA to Vg, BAL clouds having velocities between

and

scatter radiation at angle a, where
and flg are found from equation
1
I
I
55 by setting v to
and Vg, respectively. These velocities correspond
to a specific optical depth interval, T

to T

A
for v are found by substituting 6^ and

, where the values
B
into equation 54. If we take

the angular size of the BAL cloud (cos0A6A<j>) to be sufficiently small

v (direction of cloud motion)
- to observer

(0»0o,*« 0)

Figure 44. Large-Scale Scattering Geometry
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as compared to the frequency interval, then the observed scattered
intensity between

and Vg from this single section of the sky is,

Al (eo,vAA,vB,0,4>)
=
a
v' °
v

C0S8A9A<I>

4TT

f Als(cosoi)
° v
v'-v'
A B

(56)

where fQ is the fraction of that section of the sky covered by BAL
clouds.

Care must be taken in computing this quantity when

varies

significantly over v. In particular, Tv should not vary significantly
between v=v^ and v=Vg. By numerically summing over the appropriate
distribution of BAL clouds, we find,

v v e i-v •

- jx

(57 >

We repeat this procedure until the entire range of possible observed
frequencies has

been considered. To actually use this procedure, we

must first specify AIS. We use the value for T presented in section 3b
v
v
for a typical BAL QSO (i.e. T^=2).
is a typical value and simply
represents the manner in which the profile of the resonance doublet
is averaged over the area cos0A0A<f>.
range of 0 and <j>.

We must also specify fQ and the

For a spherical distribution of BAL clouds, we sum

over the entire range of 0 and <j> and take f0=qckv. For a disk
distribution of BAL clouds, we sum over the entire range of <|> and from
0=-0
to 0=+0
where for simplicity
max
max
6max =

sin_1(qc) .

(58)
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It follows that f^ky. kv Is proportional to the distribution of BAL
clouds in velocity (Table 13) and is properly valued to conserve flux.
The last step is to specify AIv(y) for the two cases of interest:
(1) a finite optical depth (slab shaped clouds) and (2) scattering
typically occurring only once (optically thin).
First, we consider the solution of the transfer equation for an
infinite slab of finite .optical depth.

Eddington's approximation to the

transfer equation gives,

J (t ) =
V

(59)

V

(2-tVJVxK

where
i-l
Cy = \

(60)

I 5(vi-1)
(l+2y)dp
0

o
or
(61)

Using equation 52, we find
3[1-V3p - (1+A; +^Tv)e"Ty/p]IQ

IS(V) =
V

p>0

(62a)

y<0

(62b)

2(2+/3TV)

3K1+AI + •gTv)-(l-^)eTv/P]I0
2(2+/}TV)

»
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(cf. Jefferies 1968). For the optical depths we are interested in,
i.e., 1 ~ Tv ~ 3 over the entire velocity range, this solution to the
transfer equation is accurate to approximately 20 percent (Chandrasekhar
1950). This is sufficient for our purpose.

For the case where

scattering typically occurs only once, we simply take,
Is(V) = (l-e~Tv)I ,
u
v

(63)

g

i.e., I is independent of p, and therefore, the scattered radiation is
redirected equally in every direction.
We show the computed profiles in Figures 45 to 54.

Figure 45

shows the case for slabs of finite optical depth distributed spherically
symmetrically about the central source. Figure 46 shows the case for a
single scattering and clouds distributed spherically symmetrically about
the central source. Figure 47 shows the case for slabs of finite
optical depth distributed axially symmetrically and confined to the
region
where -0max < 0 <0may (i.e. the disk distribution), and 0=1°
°
O
(i.e. a BAL QSO).

Figures 48, 49 and 50 show the same case as displayed

in Figure 47, but with 0Q = 30°, 60° and 85° (i.e. non-BAL QSOs),
respectively. Figure 51 shows the case for a single scattering and
clouds distributed axially symmetrically, but confined to the region
where -0max <0 <+0max and having 0=1°.
Figures
52, 53 and 54 show
o
°
the same case as displayed in Figure 51, but with 0o=3O°, 60° and 85°,
respectively. In all of the illustrations, we display the scattered
profile for a covering factor of 0.03 and 0.20. For a large-scale
spherical distribution of BAL clouds, this simply amounts to scaling
the profile. For a large-scale disk distribution of BAL clouds, 0mnv
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Figure 45, Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile:
Large-Scale Spherical Symmetry, Optically Thin Clouds
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Figure 46, Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile:
Large-Scale Spherical Symmetry, Optically Thick Slabs
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Figure 47, Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile:
Large-Scale Disk Like Symmetry (eo=l°), Optically Thin
Clouds
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Figure 48. Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile:
Large-Scale Disk Like Symmetry (0o=3O°), Optically Thin
Clouds
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Figure 49, Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile:
Large-Scale Disk Like Symmetry (eo=60°), Optically Thin
Clouds
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Figure 50. Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile:
Large-Scale Disk Like Symmetry (0O=85°), Optically Thin
Clouds
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Figure 51, Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile:
Large-Scale Disk Like Symmetry (0O=1°), Optically Thick
Slabs
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Figure 52. Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile:
Large-Scale Disk Like Symmetry (eo=30°), Optically Thick
Slabs
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Large-Scale Disk Like Symmetry (©o=60°)» Optically Thick
Slabs
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Figure 54. Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile:
Large-Scale Disk Like Symmetry (0O=85°), Optically Thick
Slabs
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is adjusted (equation 58). Is (0Q) is plotted in units of IQ where IQ
v'
is the continuum level. Of course, as we have previously noted, by
altering the parameters (e.g. the details of the radiation transport in
the individual clouds) any observations could be "fit". However, the
assumptions here constitute a good framework. Once a model for the
flow is suggested, additional investigation would be worthwhile.
We deduce the following: (1) By comparing the computed. C IV
profile to the observed profiles in BAL QSOs, it is clear that qc
cannot generally exceed 0.2. In some cases, e.g. MCS275 and Q0932+501,
an argument for qc less than 0.1 can be made, but owing to the assump
tions (e.g. the specification of a typical Tv), a rigorous upper limit
for qc should be quoted as 0.2.

See Figures 5 and 10 (MCS275 and

Q0932+501, respectively) which illustrate (dashed curve) the profile
expected from scattering for the case of finite optical depths (slabshaped clouds) with qc = 0.2.

A large sample of BAL QSOs with good

signal-to-noise near C IV is needed to constrain qc to even lower limits
with confidence. If this can be done, it will be important because f
can then be constrained further (section 4c) and the expected amount of
thermal emission from the BAL clouds can then be constrained (section
4e). That is, the lack of scattered radiation can be used to constrain
the expression which determines the amount of thermal emission from
collisional excitation.

The profile for the thermal emission

can be quite different from the profile for the scattered emission.
(2) If the large-scale distribution of BAL clouds is disk like, then
the scattered emission component would have a larger peak intensity if
the QSO (non-BAL) were viewed from the pole (cf. Figures 50 and 54).
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It would be conspicuous providing the continuum is not also enhanced
in this direction (e.g. beamed). For example, if qc = 0.1, then
Is,
(0 = 90°) - 1°, i.e. the peak intensity would be as large as
v'=X1549
the continuum level.
We also stress that the presence of an inner low ionization
emission line region producing La and (to a lesser degree) Lg would add
significantly to the amount of radiation available for N V and 0 VI
resonance line scattering. That is, it is conceivable that the amount
of N V emission due to resonance line scattering is substantial,
whereas the amount of C IV emission due to resonance line scattering is
negligible. We also point out that the range of velocities in the
generally accepted "normal" emission line region are not necessarily
similar to what we've considered here [cf. section 4a(ii) and 4a(iii)].
However, if they were, the "normal" emission line region would scatter
an amount of radiation comparable to that estimated here.
Previously we made the assertion that the case of a "jet"
distribution for the BAL clouds was not quite as interesting as the two
cases already considered; we wish to clarify this point. Recent studies
of emission line profiles in non-BAL QSOs suggest that the emission
profile is either slightly blue asymmetric or symmetric (Young et al.
1982 and Carswell 1981). If the "jet" distribution were the correct
case, the general lack of a sometimes red, sometimes blue asymmetry in
non-BAL QSOs would indicate that the scattered emission component was
simply a minor perturbation to the "normal" emission component. Of
course, the lack of "filling-in" of an absorption trough by blue
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scattered radiation can still be used to place an upper limit on qc.
Although we do not present this calculation, since the degree of backscattering is hard to estimate, rigorous upper limits on qc must be
consistent with our other estimates.
Finally, we wish to discuss the degree of linear polarization
of the scattered radiation.

Scattered radiation emerging from a

spherically symmetric distribution of BAL clouds would obviously be
unpolarized. However, in the original discussion of scattering in BAL
QSOs, as applied to PHL5200, Scargle et al. (1970) suggested that an
asymmetric scattering envelope would give rise to linearly polarized
scattered radiation.

Caroff et al. (1972) subsequently presented the

details of computing the polarization, but did not apply their work to
PHL5200. It is of interest to compute the polarization for the disk
distribution considered here. We consider the case for which the
photons scatter only once. This case produces the maximum possible
polarization. When multiple scattering occurs, the polarization
decreases significantly after only a few scatterings because the
correlation between the incoming and outgoing photon direction tends
to be lost. We discuss the calculation with regard to the C IV
XX1548.2,1550.8 doublet. Radiation incident on the BAL clouds is
assumed to be unpolarized. The degree of polarization that is induced
by resonance line scattering depends on the scattering angle, a, and
the phase function for the transition.

The phase function can be

determined from the j values of the transition.

Hamilton (1947) and

Chandrasekhar (1950) discuss the theory of inducing linear polarization
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via resonance line scattering. For a section of the distribution, we
L
R
use the Stokes parameters AI , AI and AU to represent the incoming
v
v
v
radiation (AIL = - AI„, AIR = - hi and AU •= 0) and AlL,,AIR, and AU ,
v
2 °
v
2 °
V
v
v
v'
to represent the outgoing radiation. (A fourth Stokes parameter is not
required since circular polarization is initially assumed to be zero
and dipole scattering does not induce circular polarization.) IR and
1^ are the intensities measured along orthogonal axes that are
perpendicular to the direction of propagation (classically I = IL +
IR and Q = IL-IR); U is related to the angle of the polarization
ellipse. U remains zero since IR does not depend on scattering angle
and the angle of the polarization ellipse, x
at zero degrees.

=

0.5 tan-;1"(U/Q), remains

The phase-matrix for the scattering allows the

incoming and outgoing radiation to be correlated,
AIL

L
|
Ex cos2a + \ E2 \ E2
AI
v'

>
M

3

V

1

2 El+2

v'

AIR

E2

V

— E^cosoc

AU ,
v'

(64)

AU
V

Here, E^ and E^ are constants depending on the initial j values. For
C IV A1548.2 (with j =

2

Aj = 1), E, = 7 and E„ =

x

2

z

2

for C IV X1550.8

(with j = •j, Aj = 0), E^ = 0 and E2 = 1. In the limit of individually
optically thin clouds (appropriate for the case of a photon undergoing
a single scattering), we weight the X1548.2 transition two-thirds and
the X1550.8 transition one-third, which yields the effective values
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E = — and E = — . The relation between incoming and outgoing radiation
1
2
3
6
is then,

V'

II

>I "

AIR

3

1

3

AUV,

AIl

i3

°

6

0

0

1
— cosa
2

V

>
H

1 cos0a +
—

AIL

(65)

V

AU
V

The induced linear polarization depends on the scattering angle, a, and
in order to calculate the observed polarization, we need to keep track
of how the scattered radiation (from different parts of the BAL region)
combine in some observed coordinate system. We define x as the angle
between a defined observed coordinate system and the natural coordinate
system for the scattering process (thus far, AI^J, represents the intensity
T>
parallel to the scattering plane and
represents the intensity
perpendicular to the scattering plane). For computational purposes,
0° £ x

90°.

The observed intensities in the fixed coordinate frame

are,
cosx sinx

V

AIL
V'
(66)

ts

AIR;
V'

sinx

cosx

AIR

V»

where it can be shown that,

cosx

cos g COSj)

COS0 cosa

sine sina
o

sin6 sina
o

(67)
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To calculate the scattered emission profile and polarization we proceed
IR
v'

in the same manner as before, only this time calculating IT and
v'
independently and then transforming to the observed frame to get
T f

I , and

pt

I^t.

After the appropriate summations are complete, the

observed polarization at v1 is
[iL,'(e )- iR,(e )]

P , = -f,
v

since

T1

(68)

ti\(e0) +i^(eo)3

(®Q) always represents the maximum component of the polarization

ellipse (i.e. it is defined to be the component along the major axis).
The position angle of polarization is perpendicular to the plane of the
disk. Profiles calculated with this dipole-like (rather than completely
isotropic) phase function are shown in Figures 55, 56, 57 and 58. For
the cases of 0Q = 1°, 30°, 60°, and 85°, respectively, and assuming
qc = 0.10. This illustrates that the isotropic phase function, used
earlier, is a good approximation. The corresponding calculations of
(0 ) for these cases are shown in Figures 59, 60, 61 and 62. The
v' °
best case for observing the polarization is in a BAL QSO where we might
expect P »_
(0 -0) - 25 percent for the scattered radiation.
- / v.-L zem''
Since IS
(0) - 0.3 I for qc = .2, the observed polarization
v'=v /(1+z
)
o v
em
v
=
v
at ' 0/(l+zem) is likely to be less than 5 percent. We have ignored
any unpolarized emission and note that Q0932+501 would be a worthwhile
candidate since it has weak emission and a large BAL equivalent. The
spectropolarimetric observations of Stockman et al. (1981a) are
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Figure 55, Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile
With a Dipole Phase Function: Large-Scale Disk Like
Symmetry (0O=1°), Optically Thin Clouds
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Figure 56. Resonance Line Scattering Emission Profile
With a Dipole Phase Function: Large-Scale Disk Like
Symmetry (0o=3O°), Optically Thin Clouds
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With a Dipole Phase Function: Large-Scale Disk Like
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Polarization of Scattered Emission (0o=3O°)
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somewhat irrelevant to the discussion here since the amount of polariza
tion we suggest would be undetected in any of the observations of BAL
QSOs made by Stockman et al. (1981a and 1981b). This is because the
polarization would be present (~ 3 percent) over a range of only -100 &
(Figure 59). Spectropolarimetric observations would be necessary and
it would be desirable to have an unpolarized continuum component. Since
the polarization in PHL5200 is not confined to the emitting region, it
must come from a different mechanism. If such a polarization signature
was found in a BAL QSO (e.g. Q0932+501), it would provide strong
evidence for a disk. However, the absence of this signature would not
rule out a disk since multiple scattering might be involved.
4e.

Emission From Collisional Excitation

Based on the discussion in section 4d, we can state with some
certainty that the high ionization emission lines in QSOs, in general,
cannot entirely arise from resonance line scattering of continuum
photons. There are a few cases in which the emission lines are so weak,
and the BALs are so strong, that it is reasonable to suggest that
resonance line scattering may dominate, but these cases are exceptional
(e.g. Q0932+501). However, we show here that it is conceivable that
the BAL clouds give rise to substantial (observable) thermal line
emission even if there is a small covering factor.

As we noted in

sections 4a and 4d, the clouds that are generally assumed to cause the
emission lines have substantial column densities (i.e. the "normal"
emission line region). These column densities, which are inferred from
photoionization models, are not that much greater than the absorption
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column densities in BAL QSOs (section 3b), at least when comparing the
high ionization species. The reason why the optical depths in the lines
are suspected to be so large in the "normal" emission line region is
becaupe Vr»
is often taken to be of order (v )
and the clouds
D
D thermal
must be large enough to be individually very optically thick in the
Lyman continuum. In the BAL region, the spread in outflow velocity is
so large (of order 10^ km s~l) that the optical depth in the lines can
still be fairly low. Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to compute
the amount of thermal line emission from the BAL clouds.

Since Lyman

continuum photons are probably not solely responsible for the level of
ionization, we cannot use photoionization models to specify the likely
values for distance, electron density and temperature. However, we can
use the inferred upper limit on the photoionization parameter (section
4b) to put a lower limit on the amount of thermal line emission due to
collisional excitation. The expression we derive is dependent on
temperature. In part (i) the expected amount of C IV X1549 emission is
considered; in part (ii) an upper limit is placed on relevant parameters
since the computed emission cannot exceed the observed emission; in
part (iii) collisional excitation of other high ionization species is
considered; in part (iv) the expected emission line profiles are
discussed. We find that collisional excitation in the BAL clouds is
capable of giving rise to all of the observed high ionization emission
lines. However, if substantial emission is to arise in the BAL region,
the observed absorption-emission profiles in BAL QSOs suggest that the
temperature in the BAL region must be greater than or approximately
equal to 20,000 °K. Otherwise, there would be too much La emission
produced in the BAL region.
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(i) Lower Limits on the Equivalent Width of C IV X1549 Emission
Due to Collisional Excitation
The luminosity (ergs s~l) due to collisional excitation for a
particular 2-KL transition is
(69)

L21 = 41rr2Arnen1q12hv12qc

• Here, qc is the covering factor as defined previously (sections 3e and
4c), 4irr2Arqc is the effective volume [i.e. the volume occupied by BAL
clouds (this is wedge shaped for a disk distribution)] and q^2
8.63(10-6)T~0-5(n^2/a)i)exP(~hvi2^kT''

rate 0f

=

collisional

excitation. The formal value of the global filling factor is

e = .4Trr2Arq„
—I •• .IA
4nr2AR

(70)

where r is the distance to the BAL region and AR is the total radial
extent of the BAL region. The volume element is arbitrarily defined for
the case of a shell (AR/r«l). In the expression for the rate of
collisional excitation, T is the temperature, q^2 is the collision
strength and

is the statistical weight of the lower level. In

arriving at equation 69 we have assumed that each collisional excitation
results in a spontaneous emission. In section 4b we discussed an upper
limit, 50» which can be placed on the photoionization parameter
(equation 25). Therefore, L^/rigr^ 5 gQ. Furthermore, the observed
ground state column density is
results into equation 69, we find

= n-jAr.

Substituting these two
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Ln > ^N1LVor1q12hV12qc.

(71)

With the exception of temperature (i.e. q-^), all of the parameters in
this expression are (in some sense) observables.

Note that the true

expression for the luminosity due to collisional excitation is x
fr+Ar
L21

~

4Trqc

n1(r)ne(r)q12(T(r))r2drhv12.

(72)

However, the deduced results for Nvdv (section 3b) can be used in this
expression only if we know how v varies globally with r (acceleration
or deceleration). In addition, although ionization does not seem to he
correlated with velocity, it is conceivable that ne(r)r^ is variable.
That is, we have to solve for the lower limit of the integral by putting
2 = L,,
n„(r)r
= constant which also implies that n-.±(r) varies as r~2;
e
o o
this may not be the case. Regardless, it should be clear that equation

71 offers an estimate of the minimum amount of emission arising from
collisional excitation in the BAL clouds.

See part (iv) for additional

discussion.
If the shape of the continuum for x < \ 21 is known, equation 71
can be used to find the expression for the minimum value of the rest
equivalent width of emission arising from collisional excitation. The
rest equivalent width in X is

W21

^
"21'"21'

(V „ / A 0 , )

21

21

<73>
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where X2^ is in X.

Assuming
Lv - v""1 ; c/v < 12008

Lv - v

012

(74a)

; c/v > 1200&

(74b)

(cf. Green et al. 1980), then

»2,
21

<75>

;—
L

r\

and

w
21

> ^Nxq12 hV^ qcX21

^

^

?o(2.5xl015)~ai+a2 v™1

If we adopt the values

= 2 and 0^

=

0.5, then for *regt > 1200S

W21:9.6(10-3*)S;1»1,12^»21 .

(77)

For C IV A1549 this yields

M*15 9:
4

(78'

iv'12'c *

We immediately see that for reasonable parameters, e.g., I°g5c
(section 4b), Nc ^ = 3(10"^) cm-2 (section 3b), q]^1
2.6(10"^) and qc = 0.05 (section 4c), that

=

=

-17-2

20,000°K) =

~ 40 R. This is in

the range of observed rest equivalent widths which seldom exceed
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50 - 100 X (cf. Baldwin 1977). For example, the 17th magnitude BAL QSO
Q1309-056 has a C IV rest equivalent width of 25 X. It would be
difficult to reasonably reduce this suggested lower limit by more than
an order of magnitude. However, there are many uncertainties involved.
If wi had used aj=1.5 instead of a-j=2.0 for the distribution of ionizing
photons to determine £0, the technique adopted to determine 50 would
have made the estimate of W, . ~ 200 X (see section 4b and chapter 5).
A1549
Another noteworthy uncertainty involves the temperature. For example,
q12(T = 10,000°K) = 3.5(10-11) cm3 s"1 and q12(T = 15,000°K) =
6.3(10~"^) cm3 s"-*-.

In any case, it is appropriate to consider the view

that all of the observed high ionization emission lines are due to
collisional excitation in the BAL clouds and that all QSOs have BAL
clouds associated with them.
(ii) Upper Limits on Physical Parameters by Considering
Collisional Excitation
Unlike the case of emission from resonance line scattering
(where we concluded that there must be some other source for the C IV
emission other than resonance line scattering of continuum photons by
the BAL clouds), we will see in part (iv) that the observed emission
line profiles due to collisional excitation cannot be used to conclude
that there must be some additional source for the C IV emission line.
Indeed, as we have just stated, all of the observed C IV emission may
be due to collisional excitation. The reason for the difference is
that with scattering, the profile approximately depends on
[1 - exp(Tv)] where Tv is the line-of-sight optical depth at velocity v.
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For collisional excitation, the profile is not as straightforwardly
deduced. That is, the observed BAL emission-absorption profiles have
allowed us to reject the notion that resonance line scattering causes
the majority of the C IV emission in QSOs.

This conclusion is not very

model dependent. However, for collisional excitation, additional
assumptions are necessary.
In order to illustrate the results of section 4e(i) as well as
illustrate the consequences of upper limits due to the observed value
of the C IV emission equivalent width, we consider the case of the
(fairly typical) well-studied BAL QSO Q1309-056. We constrain the
upper limit by adopting ^^549 (observed) = 25 X and log£0 = -17.2.
These values are appropriate for Q1309-056.

The results are shown

graphically by plotting the required constraints for reasonable
assumptions concerning the true ensemble average C IV column density
and covering factor as a function of temperature (Figures 63 and 64).
Since g0 is not the actual photoionization parameter, but rather the
deduced upper limit on the photoionization parameter, we note that the
lower limits on

would be considerably larger if ner^ were sub

stantially greater than

Therefore, if the temperatures

in the BAL clouds are in the range of 15,000 - 20,000°K, then it is
likely that collisional excitation in the BAL clouds contributes sub
stantially to the observed emission.
It is important to note any equivalent width - luminosity bias
that may affect our conclusion.

This is relevant to considering the

cause of the so-called Baldwin luminosity effect if our working
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hypothesis is true.

First,assume that the upper limit, ?Q, for some

QSOs.can be written

5 - 5Q1309 ("e~ \
0

0

J
\LV,

(79)
N

/
I

o 'Q1309

e

This, in turn, can be written as
6

Q1309 /_I^_\

(8Q)

IlQ1309 J
V

vo

That is, assume that the value for 50 which can be used to calculate
the amount of emission is proportional to some power of the luminosity,
6, depending on how ng(r)r2 varies with a change in luminosity.

We also

apply the relation suggested by the work of Baldwin (1977),

_ 6.1(1032)
LVo = 0.53 L (X1549) = —f~

(81)

X1549
where

= 2.0 and

- 0.5 has been adopted (see equation 15). Baldwin

(1977) assumed HQ = 50 and q0 = +1 in arriving at the empirical relation
between L,,(A1549) and W,1c/n. We also have logL^"'"3®9 = 30.9 (mR = 17,
v
Axj'ty
v0

zem

= 2.2

and

= 25

X) and logf-^3^9

= -17.2

(section 4b).

Therefore, if we eliminate L,.
by equating equation 80 with equation 81,
vo
then solve for £0 and substitute the result into equation 78, we have
wl-1.576 = constant N
q
q
C IV
12
A1549

.

(82)
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This result applies if the emission is to be explained by collisional
excitation in the BAL clouds and if the Baldwin effect holds. Note
that adopting different cosmological parameters will alter the exponent
on

(equation 82) slightly.
The main reason for noting this empirical relation is to point

out that, depending on the value of 6, the product

JY^12^c m^Sht have

to vary with the luminosity in order to explain the observed amount of
emission. For example, if 6 > 0.64, this relation suggests that
NC xvq12^c

must

t»e larger for higher luminosity (and therefore smaller

emission equivalent width) QSOs. It has been speculated that BAL QSOs
tend to be of high luminosity (e.g. Notni et al. 1979). Although there
is no well-established support for this statement, it is true that the
condition of equation 82 with 6 > 0.64 could be met if qc increased with
increasing LVq. However, if 6 < 0.64 (e.g. S = 0 is suggested by the
observation that the level of ionization in the emission line region is
similar throughout the luminosity range), then
with decreasing luminosity.

XV^12^C

must

increase

Therefore, in order to do any future

analysis carefully, column density and covering factor data should be
compiled as a function of luminosity.
(iii) Consistency With Other (High) Ionization Emission Lines
Utilizing Figures 63 and 64 we have speculated that if the
temperature in the region producing the C IV A1549 BALs is much greater
than 15,000°K, then the lower limit on the expected amount of C IV X1549
emission due to collisional excitation comes so close to the observed
upper limit that any other explanation for C IV X1549 emission would be
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suspect. It is important to determine if the other (high) ionization
emission lines are consistent with these conclusions.
As discussed in section 4b, the BAL column density ratios are
inconsistent with expected column density ratios based on photoionization
calculations. Furthermore, it can be shown that the observed column
density ratios are inconsistent with a model in which the BALs arise in
a collisionally ionized region with a single-valued temperature. At the
temperatures required to produce sufficient N"^ and 0+^ ions (i.e.
T = 2x10^ °K), silicon is too highly ionized to produce sufficient Si+^
ions. Conversely, at the temperatures required to produce sufficient
Si+^ ions (i.e. T - 7x10^ °K), there would be insufficient amounts of
N"*"^ and

ions [see Jordan (1969)]. Presumably more complex heating

processes give rise to the observed ionization.

Whatever the cause of

the ionization is, it is not obviously reasonable to assume that the
observed BALs are due to ions which all co-exist in the same cloud, at
the same temperature.

However, if this was assumed, we would find that

it is only marginally possible to get the proper observed emission line
strengths by assuming that all of the observed high ionization emission
is due to collisional excitation in the BAL clouds.
Consider the following exercise.

Assume that the observed

C IV A1549 emission comes primarily from a region with T - 20,000°K.
With this value for the temperature, there is no difficulty with
explaining all of the observed C IV emission via collisional excitation
in the BAL clouds (Figures 63 and 64). From equation 70 we find that
the flux ratio of emission line

to A1549 is
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LXi

=

LU549

[ " q 12 v 12h

tNq12v12]C

1!2
g

1.88(10 )
x±

(83a)

IV

JgjL- (20,000\

o
_12

N civ l

"1

Ti

'

8
eXpt-1.44(10 )/X.T,]

where Xi is the wavelength of the transition in

X.

(83b)

We are interested in

the emission lines of Si IV X1397, N V X1240 and 0 VI X1034 for which
there is quite a bit of observational spread in the observed flux ratio
/L,1CM.
Xi' X1549

Also, the determination of the observed flux ratio is

difficult since [0 VI] X1407 contaminates Si IV X1397, La contaminates
N V X1240 and Lg contaminates 0 VI X1034. From the work of Osmer and
Smith (1976 and 1977) and Wills and Netzer (1979), we adopt:

LX1397
LX1549

„

0 1;

LX1240

=

n

^1034 = 0.6

7 .

LX1549

(84)

LX1549

This yields the following values for T if we take the N^/Nj-,

ratio

from Table 13:
Si IV: T = 17,000 to 24,000°K; N

/N

BI XV

N V:

T = 25,000 to 49,000°K; NN V/Nc

0 VI:

T = 24,000 to 53,000°K; NQ

C XV
Iv

VI/NC IV

= 0.4 to 0.06

(85a)

= 2.0 to 0.3

(85b)

- 5.0 to 0.3

(85c)
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Of course, the results depend critically on the initial guess of T,
and should be taken qualitatively. Also, we have neglected any possible
enhancement of N V (and to a lesser degree 0 VI) emission by resonance
line scattering. This might be particularly important if there are
strong "inner" La (and Lg) emission lines [see section 4d(iii)]. Owing
to the uncertainties and ranges in the observed ratios (especially the
uncertainty in 0 VI), as well as possible model complications (e.g.
ranges of ionization in the BAL clouds), we certainly cannot use these
deductions to rule out the possibility that all of the high ionization
emission is due to the BAL region.
In section 4b we used the observed column density ratios to test
photoionization models.

We essentially assumed that all of the ions

co-existed in the same cloud and that they had a small range of ionization.
We adopted this simplifying assumption in section 4b because individual
absorption lines due to different ions have the same redshifts to within
the errors.

Nevertheless, if the absorption lines are due to many

individual clouds that overlap in velocity space (which is reasonable)
and if the individual clouds have a large range of ionizations, then we
emphasize that is is still not possible to explain the level of ionization
in the BAL clouds with optically thin photoionization (for the range of
circumstances in section 4b). This is because it is difficult to produce
the observed Si IV column densities, without producing substantial H I
column densities. [Note that a value for 50 can be inferred from Si IV
and C IV column densities (which evidently come from approximately the
same region), and this is the value adopted for the analysis.]
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We wish to comment on the expected strength of two other
emission lines in terms of emission arising from the BAL clouds. For
the optically thin case A (Osterbrock 1974), the luminosity of La
emission due to recombination is
LT

A

= 33Lh

(86a)
P

* 33(4irjH qc4irr^Ar)
3

* 33

where

(86b)

?

6 nenDqc47rr Ar
n n
e p

(86c)

O _ "1
_I
is the emission coefficient in ergs cm~J s
str
and n is

3
the proton number density.

We know that iip - 0.9ne, ngAr = Ne and

9£ s
~"1
n„r
~ Lyv 5 . Therefore,
e
o o

6-1qc4ir .

> 30 ^Hg.
nenp

(87)

Vo 0

Osterbrock (1974) tabulates the parameter 4ujjj /nenp as a function of
temperature. The ratio of expected La to C IV M549 emission from the
BAL clouds is (see equation 19)
Lt
(^Tju /n
HP 6P
——— = 30
LA1549

^Nql2hv12^C

6

.

(88)

IV

Since the gas is so highly ionized, for solar abundances and 30 percent
of the carbon assumed to be C IV, we have Ne/Nc

IV

= 104. Therefore,
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k,
L«
LX1549

(4lrJH /n nJ
Q
= 2.5(101 <5)
B
eQ p
(qi2^C

(89)

IV

which depends on temperature. This ratio is: - 59 at T = 10,000°K,
= 2.6 at T = 15,000°K and = 0.4 at T = 20,000°K.
The other emission line we wish to comment on is [0 III] X5007,
which is collisionally de-excited at densities exceeding ng = 10® to
107 cm-^. Since the 0*^
Si+^

0+^ ionization potential is similar to the

Si+^ ionization potential (i.e. 35.1 eV and 33.5 eV, respectively),

there is likely to be a substantial fraction of 0+^ ions. Therefore,
if there is no collisional de-excitation and if n ,_/n
- 1, we
0+2 Si+3
expect Lx500?AJX1549 -1.3 for T = 20,000°K. This value decreases with
increasing T due to the large difference in excitation potential;
however, n „/n ,, - 1 is probably an underestimate since (n0u/n61) =
0+2 Si+3
•
20.

Therefore, if the densities in the BAL clouds are not much in

excess of ne - 10® cm~^, we expect the [0 III] X5007 emission (from the
BAL clouds) to be quite strong relative to the C IV X1549 emission.
(iv) Profiles of Emission Lines Due to Collisional Excitation
It would be valuable to make a prediction concerning the
expected emission line profile for the case where the high ionization
emission lines observed in QSO spectra are due to collisional excitation
in the BAL clouds.

Unfortunately, this is not straightforward. The

reason for this was first mentioned in connection with the derivation
of equation 70.

Namely, in order to compute the amount of emission,
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we must know the column density per unit velocity interval, as well as
the manner in which the clouds at velocity v are radially distributed,
i.e. v(r) for a continuous flow or a global expression for v(r) if many
individual Doppler broadened clouds exist. Referring to the geometry
specified by Figure 44, the emission line profile in ergs s-^" Hz~^ for
an observer located at 0 = 0 is
o
'oo '2ff r+e
max
4irj(r)6(v'-v(r)cosa)fc(l-e )r cos0d0dd>dr (90)

Lv'(0o,V') =
V*

0 .o

-0

max

where j(r) is the emission coefficient at r in ergs cm

j(r)

O

J

*1
—1
s~x str , i.e.,

nl(r)n (r)q (T(r))lW
e
12

(g±)

4ir

and v' is the observed Doppler displacement velocity of an emitted photon.
Photons are seen in emission at Doppler velocity v' only if they have
outflow velocity v(r) and are moving at an angle a with respect to the
line-of-sight to the QSO such that v(r)cos(a) = v' where a is a function
of 0Q (see Figure 44). For a random (spherically symmetric) distribution
of BAL clouds, fc is not a function of 0 and must be unity. Therefore,
(l-e-1*) = qc and the integration would be performed with 0max = 90°.
For a disk (axially symmetric) distribution of BAL clouds, fc is a
function of 0 and to the first degree of approximation would be zero
for |0| > 9max and unity for |6| £ 0max' In this case, (1-e
qc(n/4Tr)_1 where 0^^. = sin-1(f2/4ir).

11)

=
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If we can specify dv(r)/dr and r(v), then equation 91 can be
simplified by expressing j(r) as j(v), putting dr = |dv(r)/dr| "*"dv and
integrating over the 6 function, i.e.,
2TT

V(0o>v,)

=

max
4uj(v=v'/cosa)cos~1oifc(l-e~T1)[r(v=v'/cosa)

^7

o '-0
max

(92)
-1

X

I

DVW

I

Cos0d0d<j> .
v=v'/cosa

We see that for computing the expected emission profile, more than just
the observed column density between v and v+dv, Nvdv, must be known.
In particular, we should predict Lv»(0,v') on the basis of some theory
for the BAL cloud formation, acceleration and ionization. We hesitate
to consider some special case and compute an "expected" profile since
the result would not provide a test of the importance of observable
emission due to collisional excitation, but rather only provide a test
of the validity of the special case.

Also, self-absorption could be

occurring. Lacking such evidence, we note the following concerning the
distribution of BAL clouds in velocity and space. If the BAL clouds
were distributed spherically symmetrically about the central source QSO,
it would be difficult to agree with the majority of observed emission
line profiles in a model where there is a large amount of high velocity
material at large r (accelerating flow).

The profile would likely be

too shallow and broad. If the calculation were performed with the BAL
clouds distributed in a disk, the emission line could be quite narrow,
regardless of the distribution of clouds in v and r, providing the
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observer were located near

pole. For example, even if all of the

BAL clouds (contributing to the emission) were at v = 20,000 km s~l,
then for 8mav = 10° (taking qc = 0.1 and n = 0.8; see section 3e), all
of the emission would still be within 7000 km s-^- for 0O = 90°.
Typically, the half-width velocity at half-maximum intensity of a QSO's
emission line is of order 3000 - 5000 km s-^.
4f. Suggested Model
In view of the discussion concerning the covering factor
(section 4c), it is worthwhile to apply the implications discussed so
far to QSOs in general. We conclude that some QSOs certainly have BAL
clouds which cannot be "seen" directly via their absorption signature.
At the same time, we cannot dismiss the possibility that other QSOs do
not have BAL clouds associated with them. Thusfar in chapter 4» we
have been primarily concerned with the amount of emission that the
observed properties of the BALs predict.

For any one object, a range

of possibilities could apply. At one extreme is the possibility that
the emission from the BAL clouds is the dominant (only?) component
contributing to the observed high ionization emission.

At the other

extreme is the possibility that the emission from the BAL clouds is
negligible. Unfortunately, if 30 to 70 percent of the observed high
ionization emission is due to the BAL clouds, future discussions of a
QSO's emission line region will be necessarily complicated.
First, it is worth noting that there is a significant range in
the emission line strengths observed in QSO spectra, and therefore, it
is conceivable that this range is, in large part, due to the existence
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or lack of BAL clouds in the vicinity of a QSO. However, if this is
the case, the observations suggest that the phenomenon is more compli
cated than the expected consequences of simply adding a BAL/high
ionization emitting component to a "normal" emission line QSO. For
example, this would not explain why C IV and C III] emission (in BAL
QSOs) can be very weak in some instances. Hopefully, the observed
state of the emitting/absorbing gas in the vicinity of a QSO is pro
viding a clue toward understanding the evolutionary processes or the
environment in the vicinity of a QSO.

However, the primary (present)

goal is to consider the possible ways in which the presence of BAL
clouds (normally not seen by their BAL signature) can affect the
interpretation of the properties of the gas in the vicinity of a QSO.
We now discuss some general possibilities that future
observational and theoretical work should try to distinguish between.
Of course, one possibility is that the BAL clouds do not contribute to
the observable emission.

If this is true, any model for the complex

absorption structure must be constrained such that insignificant
emission is produced by the BAL clouds (and this might be difficult in
view of our previous discussion in section 4e).

Furthermore, we would

still have to recognize that the presence of observable BALs is somehow
related to other QSO emission li/e characteristics (e.g. N V emission
strength and C III] emission velocity width).

Another possibility

would be that the BAL clouds contribute substantially to the N V and
Cto a lesser extent) 0 VI emission via enhanced resonance line scattering.
The enhancement would be the result of inner La and (to a lesser

degree) Lg emission lines [see section 4d(iii)]. The contribution due
to resonance line scattering of (weak) continuum photons would be minor
except, perhaps, in objects with weak "normal" emission lines. Thermal
emission from the BAL clouds might be unimportant. Then, there is the
case where thermal high ionization emission is substantial for Si IV,
C IV, N V and 0 VI.

Of course, enhancement of N V emission by resonance

line scattering of inner La emission photons might still be important.
Due to the results of section 4e, it is this model we prefer.
In the past, it has: often been necessary to invoke a second
highly ionized component in emission line models to explain the observed
N V and 0 VI emission [cf. Netzer (1976); Davidson (1977); Baldwin and
Netzer (1978)]. For example, Kwan and Krolik (1981) calculate the
ratio of N V X1240 to C IV X1549 flux to be 0.13, whereas they quote
the observed range as 0.6 to 1.0; they calculate the ratio of 0 VI
X1034 to C IV X1549 flux to be 0.10, whereas they quote the observed
range as 0.5 to 0.7.

The only situations for which a highly ionized

second component might not be necessary is when dust plays an insignifi
cant role (i.e. the unreddened N V and 0 VI emission are not even
stronger than perceived) and when the ionizing continuum is fairly flat
(i.e., Fv ~ v-a where a « 0).

Regardless of the importance of dust,

the apparent break in the QSO continuum at X - 1200$ from values of a
near 0.5 to values between 2 and 3 (Green et al. 1980) suggest that a
second highly ionized, optically thin component may indeed be required
in any model of the emission line region.

Could this second component

of the emission line region be causing the high ionization, broad
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absorption as well as the high ionization emission lines?

One require

ment would certainly be that the high ionization component lie outside
and encompass the lower ionization component.

Otherwise, we would not

see deep N V broad absorption lines in the Lot emission line (e.g.
PHL5200, Junkkarinen (1980) and H1413+11, Figure 17]. That is, it
would seem necessary to have two somewhat spatially separate components.
A range of densities and/or ionization parameters as discussed by
Netzer (1976) and Davidson (1977) would not be viable and we certainly
could not allow the high ionization component to be the component
nearest the QSO as suggested by Netzer (1976).

In connection with this

last point, it would a.lso be necessary to require the BAL cloud tempera
tures to be in excess of ~ 20,000°K; otherwise, strong La emission due
to recombination would tend to consistently "fill-in" N V absorption
troughs, and this is not consistently observed [section 4e (iii)].
Note that there are cases where a La emission "spike" is seen in the
N V trough (e.g. PHL5200 and H1413+113), but this "spike" is so weak
that the phenomenon can be interpreted as being due to moderate optical
depths in N V, occulting and attenuating an inner La emission line
(section 3c).

The final property possibly required of this highly-

ionized component is that ne generally exceed 10^ cm-^.
broad [0 III] X5007 would be expected.

Otherwise,

There are no cases where the

breadth of this emission line is similar to, for example, C IV X1549;
however, all existing data is due to studies of low redshift QSOs.
As a matter of fact, on the basis of the amount of Si+3 ions, 0+^ ions
should be so plentiful that if ne were less than 10*> to 10^ cm~3, we
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would expect substantial [0 III] emission (even if we used the most
conservative estimates for calculating the expected amount of emission).
For example, [0 III] might be 20 times the strength of C IV
[section (iii)].
Multicomponent models for the emission line region have usually
been discussed with a measure of distaste since they add extra free
parameters to a model. However, the earliest model attempting to
explain BALs was (unknowingly) a suggestion for a two-component model
for the emission line region.

That is, C IV X1549 emission was presumed

to be due to resonance line scattering, whereas the C III] X1909
emission (discovered somewhat later) had to be due to collisional
excitation.

Investigators of the non-BAL QSOs have utilized multi-

component photoionization models as well.

For example, Netzer (1976)

assumes that emission line clouds of constant density fill a spherical
volume, thereby requiring the emitting region to have a range of
ionization parameters (components). Davidson (1977) constructed a
two-component photoionization model for the emission line region which
matches the observations well.

The ionization parameters that he

suggests would require most of the C IV to be produced in a high
ionization, optically thin component and most of the C III] A1909 to be
produced in a low ionization, optically thick component.
We sketch the model suggested by the observations in Figure 65.
We have taken the distribution of clouds to be disk like for two
reasons.

First, qc is substantially less than unity, and therefore,

due to the options discussed in section 3e, we conclude that a
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POLAR VIEW

Suggested Constraints on Absorbing-Emitting
Gas Associated with QSOs
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non-random large-scale spatial distribution for the BAL clouds is
appropriate.

Since a jet distribution for the BAL clouds would tend to

produce red or blue asymmetric emission line profiles, a disk distribu
tion seems the most likely.

Second, with a disk like distribution for

both the high and low ionization emitting clouds, we might expect the
C IV A1549 and C III] X1909 to be the most abnormal as compared to
each other (e.g. broader and dissimilar) when viewing the system
edge-on (i.e. when having a high probability of observing a BAL QSO).
The emission line data presented in section 2d(iii) and discussed in
section 3c

provide some evidence for this.

We can get a rough estimate of the distance between the BAL
clouds and the central source by considering the upper limit on £0
(section 4b). If we adopt log £0 = -17.2 and log Lv^ = 31.6 (for a
QSO with a blue magnitude of 17, assuming Lv - v-^, zem = 2, H0 = 75
and qQ = 0), then

ner2 i 5.8(1048) cs.'1.

Furthermore, since this value of log

(93)

is within an order of magnitude

of explaining all of the emission, even with fairly conservative
assumptions concerning temperature, qc and N (see Figures 63 and 64),
we estimate
5(1049) $ ner2 5 5(1048) cm-1.

(94)

The proper revisions should be made depending on the desired value of
LVq [see also section 4e(ii)].

of order

In any case, the likely value for r is
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-1/2

r =:

kpc .

(95)
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Due to the probable lack of broad [0 III] X5007 emission in high
redshift QSOs, the additional constraint, ne S 10*> cm-3, would apply if
the BAL clouds give rise to substantial emission. Therefore, r might
be as small as 10 pc (e.g. assuming ne ~ 10^0 cm-3 since the BAL region
must lie beyond an inner, low ionization region where ne - 10^ cm-3
from previous photoionization models which produce C III]), but it
could not be much larger than 1 kpc (if ng ~ 10^). For the case where
the lower and upper limits on r are indeed 10 pc and 1 kpc, the implied
mass and kinetic energy of motion of the BAL clouds lies in a range
which is of order

70 $ M < 700,000 M

(96)

1053 < K.E. < .TO57 ergs.

(97)

and

Here, we have simply taken
M = 4irr^qcArnH(1.4mH)

(98)

with qc = 0.05 and Arn^ = % = 10^ cm"^ and
K.E. = MV2/2.

(99)
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•I
with v * 12,000 km s

as typical (see Table 13). These ranges are

computed solely on the basis of the suggested range for r (i.e. 10 pc
to 1,000 pc as typical values for r).

For the adopted value of qcNy

(if T = 20,000°K), the BAL clouds are on the verge of producing sub
stantial thermal high ionization emission (i.e. within a few factors
of 2 for C IV X1549).

c

_3

Note that if ne were less than 10 cm

, the upper

limits on these estimates of mass and kinetic energy would increase in
proportion to n"^.
e
4g.

Implications for Radio and X-ray Properties

In section 2d(v) we noted that there are no clear-cut BAL QSOs
which are radio loud.

We address this point here.

Providing

v « 10^® T Hz and T < 9(10^) °K, the optical depth for free-free
absorption along the line-of-sight in the BAL clouds is,

x f f ( v ) - 0.22 T-1*35 v 2 "1jn^edr

= 0.22

-1 35 21
t - v
Nene

(cf. Mezger and Henderson 1967).

(100a)

(100b)

The frequency at which the free-free

optical depth is unity is then,
v(Tff=l) =0.48 T~°-64[Nene]°'48.

(101)

For the case where the BAL clouds give rise to a substantial fraction
of the high ionization emission via collision excitation, we have
ne > 10^ cm-3 and T - 20,000°K (sections 4e and 4f).

If we adopt the

conservative value Ne ~ 10^0 cm-2 for the BAL clouds (section 3b), then
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Tff > 1 for v < 2.5 (ne/10^)®*^® GHz.

Therefore, since radio studies

are usually made at frequencies below 1 GHz (QSO rest frame), it is
conceivable that the BAL clouds obscure compact radio emission.

In

fact, this statement is true as long as ne > 10^ cm-^, regardless of
whether or not substantial high ionization emission arises in the BAL
clouds.

From VLBI measurements, we typically find the angular radii

of compact radio sources to be less than or equal to 0.3 to 100 milliarcsec, i.e., less than a few parsecs to several hundred parsecs in
extent for cosmological distances.

Empirically, we know that the La

emitting region is occulted by the BAL clouds.

Since the La emitting

region is suspected to be of order 1 pc in extent, it is not unreason
able to suggest that the compact radio region may also be occulted.
If ne < 10^ cm~^ [implying that the BAL clouds might not give rise to
observable emission due to the probable lack of observable broad
[0 III] X5007 emission in high redshift QSOs (section 4f)], then the
absence of radio emission in the BAL QSOs [section 2d(iii)] is not
likely to be due to free-free absorption in the BAL clouds.
probably has some other nature.

It

For example, the proposed disk like

distribution of BAL clouds (sections 3e and 4f) might be fit into the
scheme where the radio emission is beamed (cf. Scheuer and Readhead
1979).

In this situation, the observed properties of a QSO would

depend solely on orientation.

Only if observed near the pole, would a

QSO be classified as radio loud; if observed away from the pole, but
not in the direction of the plane, it would be classified as a normal,
radio quiet (non-BAL) QSO; and if observed in the plane, it would be
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classified as a (radio quiet) BAL QSO. In isotropic models for the
radio emission, radio quiet QSOs (inhabitants or progenitors of
spirals?) would be associated with BAL clouds, whereas radio loud QSOs
(inhabitants or progenitors of ellipticals?) would not.

In this case,

the BAL clouds would almost certainly not be the major cause of the
observed high ionization emission lines since both radio loud and radio
quiet QSOs have high ionization emission lines.

Of course, this is

speculation and, in any case, rests entirely on the assumption that a
true (i.e. without invoking absorption of radio emission by BAL
material) BAL QSO - radio loud QSO anti-correlation exists.

Since the

number of known BAL QSOs is small (~23) and since the percentage of
QSOs that are radio loud is also small (less than or approximately
10 percent), we cannot yet be sure that there is^ an anti-correlation.
Another point concerns the X-ray properties of the BAL QSOs.
Only two (out of six) of the BAL QSOs observed by the Einstein
Observatory were detected [section 2d(vi)].

The detection rate is

about one-half for the radio quiet QSOs (assuming v < 18) and nearly
unity for the radio loud QSOs.

Providing the X-ray emitting region is

not obscured by the BAL clouds, this suggests that the X-ray (and
radio) properties of the BAL QSOs are more like the radio quiet QSOs.
Therefore, we simply point out the degree to which the BAL clouds
could inhibit the identification of a BAL QSO as an X-ray source.
Assuming that abundances are solar and that hydrogen and helium are
completely ionized, the optical depths due to bound-free absorption
(K-shell photoionization) at 1 keV and 3 keV in the QSO's rest frame
are:
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T bf

(hv = 1 keV) - 1.2(10~22) NR

(102)

T bf

(hv = 3 keV) « 7.0(10~24) %

(103)

and

where hvobs =

h y / ( l + z)

[cf. Brown and Gould (1970) and Fireman

(1974)]. Therefore, the BAL clouds could mask X-ray emission only if
NJJ > 1022 to 102^ cm-2. Conservative estimates of NJJ are lower than

this.

Due to the problems of deducing true column densities (rather

than lower limits) when absorption lines are saturated, NJJ could be
higher than the conservative estimates.

However, the fact that two

BAL QSOs have been detected suggests that
large.

is not extraordinarily

5.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The major points of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
(1) Concerning the general phenomenon, investigations by other
authors suggest that: (i) the percentage of QSOs observed to have BALs
is between 3 and 10 percent, (ii) with the exception of PHL5200, the
optical polarization is generally less than a few percent, (iii) ex
cluding QSOs with marginal BAL characteristics, none of the BAL QSOs
are radio loud and (iv) BAL QSOs can be X-ray sources (two out of six
have been detected).
(2) The BALs exhibit a variety of velocity structure.

Outflow

velocities near 40,000 km s-^- have been observed, but 0 to 20,000 km s~^
are more typical.

The velocity structure ranges from complexes of

individual absorption lines to seemingly smooth, continuous absorption.
Overlapping absorption doublets (perhaps due to absorption-absorption
line-locking) are often observed.
(3) The level of ionization in the BAL clouds is high. La
absorption is conspicuously weak relative to Si IV A1397, C IV A1549,
N V A1240 and 0 VI A1034 absorption. A1 III A1857 absorption is
sometimes observed.
(4) For solar abundances and conservative assumptions concern
ing the amount of C+^ relative to carbon (i.e. s 30 percent), the total
deduced minimum column densities «e of order 10^® to 10^1 cm-2.
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(5) With one exception, PHL5200, there is

110

evidence that the

BAL clouds occult the region producing the high ionization emission
lines.

In PHL5200, apparently at least 50 percent of the C IV emission

is occulted by C IV BALs.

However, providing La emission is not

atypically weak in several relevant objects (which seems unlikely), the
BALs do occult the region producing La emission.
(6) The N V emission line in BAL QSOs is atypically strong as
compared to N V in non-BAL QSOs.

The emission near C III] in BAL QSOs

(which may be contaminated by emission from other ions) is unusually
broad as compared to non-BAL QSOs.
sometimes appears unusually weak.

The La emission line in BAL QSOs
It is not uncommon in BAL QSOs for

the emission near CIII] to be stronger than C IV emission; both of
these lines have profiles which are sometimes irregularly shaped.

The

C III] and C IV emission lines in BAL QSOs are sometimes weak. Due to
our limited knowledge of emission line profiles, these latter two
properties should not yet be considered well-established or atypical
as compared to non-BAL QSOs.
(7) Tb^ distribution of multiplicities for (seemingly)
isolated absorption troughs suggests that the large-scale spatial
distribution of BAL clouds is non-random, possibly described by a disk
like geometry.
(8) The BAL clouds are incapable of accounting for all of the
observed emission lines, particularly Mg II A2798.

Therefore, if the

BAL clouds do give rise to observable emission, the generally adopted
(optically thick, single component) model for the emission line region
must be incorrect.
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(9) Photoionization models, which utilize solar abundances
and take the ionizing continuum to be a simple power law, are incapable
of explaining the level of ionization.
(10) By considering the observed percentage of QSOs with BALs
and simple scattering models, we find that the covering factor is
between 3 and 20 percent.

This suggests that the class of QSOs having

BAL clouds associated with them comprise possibly all, but not less
than 15 percent, of the entire class of QSOs.
(11) Resonance line scattering models which have adopted the
Sobolev approximation are probably not valid in some, and possibly all,
cases.

Although the numerous free parameters offered by resonance line

scattering models undoubtedly make "fits" to the emission-absorption
profile possible in many BAL QSOs, it seems unlikely that the observed
emission is dominated by a scattered component. Two possible exceptions
to this include the cases in which weak C IV emission is observed
(e.g. Q0932+501) and strong N V emission is observed (e.g. H1413+113).
Also, the scattered emission component might become conspicuous in disk
geometries for the case in which the viewing angle is near the pole.
An asymmetric, optically thin scattering envelope (i.e. a disk) would
be unlikely to produce linear polarization that is greater than
5 percent in a given frequency interval. This estimate includes the
contribution from unpolarized continuum light.
(12) The BAL clouds could conceivably give rise to a sub
stantial fraction (all?) of the observed high ionization emission via
collisional excitation.

Emission due to resonance line scattering may
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enhance the N V and (to a lesser extent) 0 VI emission; this effect
would be due to inner La and Lg emission lines.
(13) A model worth exploring is one in which an inner region
gives rise to the low ionization emission lines, whereas an outer BAL
cloud region gives rise to a substantial portion of the high ionization
emission lines.

A disk geometry for the large-scale spatial distribu

tion of clouds would seem plausible.

Bound-free absorption by heavy

elements in the BAL clouds will evidently not obscure the X-ray
emission, but free-free absorption may obscure the radio emission at
frequencies below 1 GHz.
We have made no attempt to explain the acceleration of the BAL
material or the velocity structure.
(1981).

For example, see Scott et al.

Also, Scargle (1973) has demonstrated that overlapping

absorption doublets can be explained in terms of radiation pressure
effects (i.e. absorption-absorption line-locking).
Although we have discussed why abnormalities in emission lines
of BAL QSOs may exist [points (6), (12), (13) and section 4f], the
reality of the abnormalities is not well-established.

Three important

problems future observational survey work must address are: (1) the
systematic differences in emission line characteristics as a function
of QSO properties (i.e. radio loud or radio quiet and with or without
BALs), (2) the percentage of QSOs observed to have BALs and

(3) the

possible existence of an anti-correlation between BAL QSOs and radio
loud QSOs. Higher resolution spectroscopy and additional moderate
resolution spectroscopy of individual objects is also necessary.

The
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higher resolution data (of order the thermal velocity width) will
enable us to determine the true nature of the sometimes seemingly
smooth absorption, as well as determine the nature of the material
responsible for the individualk ^ut broad (400 - 1000 km s-^), absorption
lines.

Such determinations are important for constraining models of

the acceleration and stability of the BAL material.

The data will also

allow us to check the validity of column density estimates.

The

additional moderate resolution data will help sort out the frequency
with which various BAL profiles occur (e.g. PHL5200 at one extreme and
W1303+308 at the other extreme).

Such information is relevant to any

evolutionary schemes or aspect angle schemes attempting to explain the
profiles.

The moderate resolution data will also allow additional

column densities to be deduced.

This may provide clues for modeling

the level of ionization, especially if the degree of ionization is
found to depend on outflow velocity and/or velocity structure.
Currently, there is just too little data to make tests for correlations
that may be present.

If the BAL clouds do give rise to substantial

high ionization emission, the BAL profiles provide direct data on the
kinematics, level of ionization and amount of material present.
Future models of the emission line region should employ this
information.
Unfortunately, our estimates of the amount of emission due to
the BAL clouds is highly dependent on the characteristics and behavior
of the BAL gas in the vicinity of the QSO, as well as the covering
factor.

In particular, we decided in section 4c that log?

was most

likely less than approximately -17.

We reasoned that if log? were

greater than -17, i.e. if ner^ were less than (10^)LVo> then it would
be difficult to reconcile the observed Si IV to C IV column density
ratio with the theoretical ratio expected when photoionization dominates
(Figure 40). This was not a rigorous argument.

It was based on the

supposition that a gas, exposed to an ionizing continuum with fv ~ v-^
(or flatter) and having log?

greater than -17, would not display a

significant increase in the Si+^ to C+^ ratio when subjected to
additional heating mechanisms.

A photoionized gas with log? = -17 would

need a substantial decrease in the H° to H ratio and substantial
increasejs in the N+^ to N and 0+-' to 0 ratios, all indicative of a
higher level of ionization, in order to be consistent with the observa
tions.

If log? were greater than -17 (a conservative estimate), we

would also need an increase in the Si+^ to C+^ ratio, which is generally
indicative of a lower level of ionization.

Therefore, we presumably

need the photoionization parameter, log?, to be less than -17, plus
additional heating mechanisms to explain the level of ionization. Thus,
we adopted the "conservative" lower limit on ner^. The validity of
this argument cannot be determined until a model which successfully
predicts the observed level of ionization in BAL clouds is developed.
We can then test the assumption that exposing the gas to a photoionizing central source with log? greater than -17 will make the model
intractable in the sense of still being able to successfully explain
the observed Si*"^ to C+^ ratio. Other heating mechanisms should be
explored with the BAL phenomenon in mind [e.g. shocks (Daltabuit,
MacAlpine and Cox 1978) and high energy particles].
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In addition, although the manner in which we have constrained
? seems reasonable, the implications of non-solar abundances and/or an
ionizing continuum which is not a simple power law have not been con
sidered.

For example, if we were to increase the silicon abundance by

a factor of ~ 10, the observed level of ionization would be in agreement
with predictions of optically thin photoionization models which adopt
fv ~ v-3 and log % = -15 (see Figures 40 and 41)-

If ngr^ == (10^^)LV ,

the predicted emission from the BAL clouds would probably be too small
to account for the observed high ionization emission lines.

Also,

Malkan and Sargent (1981) have suggested that the true nature of the
steep ionizing continuum reported by Green et al. (1980) is a rather
flat power law enhanced by an approximately 30,000°K black body.

This

black body radiation would provide additional hydrogen ionizing photons,
and therefore, might help overcome some of the problems encountered by
optically thin photoionization models employing a simple power law.
Malkan and Sargent (1981) also suggest that variations in the amount of
black body radiation relative to the non-thermal (power law) radiation
is

responsible for the Baldwin luminosity effect. Whether or not the

BAL clouds can account for the observed high ionization emission lines
if these circumstances are true depends on the equivalent width of the
predicted emission with respect to power law plus black body continuum
radiation. Observations of Lyman continuum in BAL QSOs are essential
for constraining the problem further.
Regardless of these possibilities, it is our wish to emphasize
that the analysis and model considerations (prompted by the
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observations) suggest that a major revision in the current view of
emission line regions may be necessary.

Only adjustments to the

original photoionization models first considered by Bahcall and
Kozlovsky (1969), Davidson (1972) and MacAlpine (1972) have been made
in the past years (e.g. radiative transfer effects, geometries and
ranges of ionization). Had the model builders known the true frequency
of QSOs with BALs (i.e. PHL5200 like objects), the suggestion that the
BAL clouds give rise to the observed high ionization emission lines
may have been assumed from the outset.

The extent to which the high

ionization emission lines are obscured by BAL material would seem to
be the most straightforward clue towards formulating the correct model.
If occultation of C IV emission by C IV BALs is generally demanded,
either a decelerating BAL region flow will have to be invoked (e.g. as
in section Ad) or the notion that the BAL region gives rise to observ
able high ionization emission will have to be abandoned. In addition,
the general existence or lack of non-BAL QSOs with strong N V emission
will help sort out the question of whether BAL QSOs are a special class
of QSOs or simply QSOs viewed from a special orientation.

Also, any

correlation between the N V emission strength and the La emission
strength will help decide if resonance line scattering offers an
important mechanism for enhancing the N V (and 0 VI) emission.
Finally, we note that in the past, the variety of BAL profiles
has prompted comments that an evolutionary sequence is being observed
(cf. Weymann et al. 1979 and Turnshek et al. 1980). In this scenario,
PHL5200 would exemplify the youngest type of absorbing region,
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eventually evolving into a W1303+308 type object as the absorbing
clouds become older and more spread out or as instabilities break up an
initially smooth flow.

Another possibility is that the broad absorption

clouds are arranged in a disk surrounding the central source (section
3e).

In this case, the absorption profile might depend on aspect angle.

Each situation, and possibly a combination of the two, deserve future
consideration.

If the latter case is shown to be important, it is

interesting to speculate on the possibility that many of the isolated,
highly displaced (narrow) absorption line metal systems are intrinsic.
Presumably, in such cases the material would also be highly ionized.
In particular, we would not expect observable C II absorption.

There

fore, arguments which cite implausible energetic requirements [due to
the low densities and large distances implied by the absence of the
C II A1335.7 fine structure absorption line (see Turnshek et al. 1979
or Carswell et al. 1981)] could not be made.
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